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Editorial Page 

A ROSE BY NO OTHER NAME 

The election results on the name change 
resulted in a substantial majority voting to retain 
the current name. That is why democracy 
works. The Board of Directors thought a name 
change would be beneficial, but correctly did 
not take unilateral action. Putting the proposition 
to the membership was appropriate. I only hope 
that those members who became passionate 
about the Issue remember that no one in office 
or out is seeking to do anything but improve the 
organization. Without risk and trial both organ
isms and organizations stagnate. Parkinson, he 
of the famous Parkinson's law, noted that 
organizations are healthy as long as they seem 
too busy to erect grand edifices · when they are 
scrambling for space, and work appears hectic. 
It is when they appear strongest, with grand 
structures, that they are in decline and will not 
survive. There must be a parallel for or
ganizations such as ours, without the building 
but with equivalent indicators. Perhaps an 
organizational theorist among our membership 
can work it out. 

The fact remains that SNAPS and the full 
name draw blanks when we talk about them 
with other philatelists. This occurred again to 
me and some of the Prairie Beavers at the 
TEPEX show · people simply do not know what 
we are about. Inevitably, we had to tell people 
that we collect Canadian philatelic material. 
Thus, I hope that you will react favourably to the 
next proposal concerning our name, that we 
append to it something descriptive, such as 
SNAPS · the Canadian Philatelic Society. 
Please do not write me that we do not need it, 

Vic Willson 

for the experience of most of us says we do. 

TOPICS FORMAT 

The decision has been made to split 
TOPICS into two formats, a longer journal 
focusing entirely on philatelic knowledge, and a 
newsletter containing current news, ballots, and 
timely information. This will start with the Oc
tober issue of TOPICS, which will have on the 
order of 80 pages of articles. I am excited at the 
prospect. In particular, having received the 
judges' comments from the silver award re
ceived at ORAPEX by TOPICS, I believe that 
we can make TOPICS into a world-respected 
journal that competes at the vermeil level with 
the likes of the Collectors' Club Philatelist. 
Canadian and Provinces philately is sufficiently 
important historically and topically for such 
attention, and I do not think tha.t it is improper to 
strive for improvement in TOPICS, no more so 
than in our own personal collections. Ed Rich
ardson aske.d me to think about goals for my 
editorship when I accepted it from Lew Ludlow. 
One of them was to increase the amount of 
philatelic material published for members, and 
this action will achieve that goal. One I had not 
really dared to consider, given the financial 
straits of the organization only a short time ago, 
was that TOPICS would be able to make the 
jump to the next level of excellence, but now 
the potential is there. 

One change that will occur in manuscript 
evaluation is that no photocopies of covers or 
stamps will be accepted, except for stampless 
covers that have only bold relief in the manu
scrif.?tS and cancels and for which crisp photo-
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Ontario NOR 1KQ. Return postage guaranteed. 
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copies serve the purpose. Even those will be 
half-toned to even the overall texture of the 
background. We will continue to accept manu
scripts in the variety of formats now found, 
including hand written, typed, and electronic. 
The more material that is sent electronically the 
easier and cheaper for the Society: 1 do not 
retype those texts, so that we are charged for 
all typing. 

DEALERS, ONCE MORE 

Don't get me wrong, dealers are absolutely 
crucial to the survival of philately, but they sure 
can be ignorant sometimes. At the June 11 - 13 
TEXPEX show, I sold more material from my 
Canada cover box to dealers than I bought from 
them. When I asked a number of postal history 
dealers for their Canadian material, they told 
me that they had left that box home. Now that 
may be understandable for first time dealers, 
especially those coming to Texas, as far away 
from the northern U.S. border as they will get, 
but repeaters have no such excuse. Every year 
a fairly large contingent of collectors, SNAPSers 
included, ask for the material and are told the 
same thing. Now, first of all, Canada is the most 
collected area outside of U.S., as per the APS. 
Second, we have had for 20 years an active 
and material-hungry group of SNAPS members 
in Texas, and without too 1)1UCh investigation, 

the dealers could have figured that out. If noth
ing else, asking show organizers which groups 
are meeting at the show will give them some 
guidance. We scheduled a SNAPS regional 
group meeting six months age. So where was 
the material? My clincher was the dealer who 
said, when I asked for the Canadian material, 'I 
have had a lot of requests for it and sure am 
surprised'. I think the dealer memories are too 
short, perhaps they need to write down notes 
about their shows. The other aspect of dealers 
that is interesting is the lack of knowledge about 
cover prices. When dealers had nineteenth 
century covers, almost always late Small 
Queens and Leafs and Numerals, even com
mon material often had prices several times 
that one will find in Canadian dealers' stocks. It 
seems that the less the dealers know about 
such material, the higher they jack it up, afraid 
that they will sell it too cheaply. When it sits in 
their boxes for months or years they then 
complain that there Is no marl<et for such mate
rial; in fact, they have simply priced themselves 
out of the marl<et. What happened to the advice 
given by the dealers in Hersfs books, Nassau 
Street and Fun and Profrt in Stamp Collecting, 
that turnover and a reasonable profit are the 
basics. Maybe they never read them. Jeff Switt 
happened to review a dealer's stock and com
mented that he had seen the same stamp in 
1974; the price in 1993 was still too high. 

Convention '96 
CPSGB 

We are in the process of firming-up a hotel for our Convention in 1996. Our 
preferred period is the last week-end in September. We note that this need not 
conflict with BNAPEX '96 as we see from the December TOPICS that a location 
has not yet been chosen. We would be grateful if you warn your people off the 
above period so we don't clash. 
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The President's Corner 

In January I re
ceived a letter 
from our Treas
urer, Art Klass, in 
which he men
tioned that he did 
not as yet have 
the vision. A May 
regional meeting 
in Detroit with 
several members 
plus our Secre
tary, Information 
Officer and Vice 

President Regional Groups led to John Burnett 
stating that a need existed to make the execu
tive goals known. Earlier this month in Toronto 
another member stated that the programs look 
good but what ties it all together? 

Let me say that a position statement is in 
order and will attempt to address the long and 
short term planning vision of your executive. I 
might add that although communication is a 
problem for an organization such as BNAPS, 
your ·officers are quite often in touch with each 
other and ideas flow well between us: nearly all 
decisions being a consensus of several of our 
ideas/concepts. 

In order to evaluate where we want BNAPS 
to be and how to get there, it is necessary to 
understand who and what our organization is, 
as well as determining our place in the philatelic 
community. The recognition of this tenet pro
vides the crux of the decision making process, 
while the reality of the society's capabilities 
provides the means to carry out our decisions. 
Your executive has examined your society's 
function (center of gravity, if you will) in the 
philatelic world and have determined that our 
primary function is to provide research into the 
philately of BNA and then to educate our mem
bers (as well as anyone else) on these findings. 
Taking this tenet as the BNAPS center of 
gravity, it follows that most programs should 
directly impact this learn and educate concept. 

Research being a personal and individual 
accomplishment it is easy to see that member
ship is very important and obviously the more 
members the more research that can be ac
complished, etc. It is this philosophy that we 
believe should shape our decisions. The Fel-

Charles Firby 

lowship we all look forward to that is so impor
tant to BNAPS should be viewed as a by-pro
duct of our commitment to stamps and will of 
itself perpetuate. 

An outward look at the philatelic world shows 
a vastly different place than several years ago 
with the most notable change that our collector 
population continues to age. According to past 
surveys, the average collectors age appears to 
be rising at approximately the same rate as the 
interval between the studies (Linn's 1992 sur
vey showed a median age of 60.7 years: only 
12.4% of respondents were younger than 40, 
1.1% being under 25 While 42.7% wre 65 years 
or older). As a result of these facts we have 
determined that BNAPS is no longer in a posi
tion to wait for new·members to find us. This 
aging population and the increase of the closet 
(those not a part of or{pnized philately) collec
tor population virtually guarantee diminished 
membership if we continue to follow the meth· 
ods of the past 50 years. I believe that to pros
per we must locate, and even create, new 
collectors for our speciality. 

Our society must encourage our members 
to become even more active in its future 
growth: to become a society that reaches out to 
shape public opinion regarding philately in 
general, and Canadian philately specifically, 
and by using our influence to shape the collec
ting habits (and yes, interests) of young collec
tors. Through open discussion and contact at 
show sites (as well as other locations) the 
youthful collector can conceivably be guided 
toward BNA as a speciality. I was led to BNA by 
a mentor and believe that each of you could 
become mentors to younger collectors (not just 
children). The Ambassador and Speakers 
programs encourage our greatest sa'Jespersons 
(you) to put their enthusiasm for BNAPS and 
their knowledge of BNA philately in a face to 
face position with other collectors. This pres
ence will definitely help your society. These 
ideas may sound haughty but they are very do
able - but only with the support of our mem
bers can it happen. We need members such as 
yourself talking and touting the merits of these 
programs or our goals will surely not be met. 
We also need you to join us and become a part 
of the programs. 

The following programs are intertwined with . 
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this vision and will work together to these ends. 
The approach can be summed up in one word
OUTREACH. 

An OUTREACH to SNAPS members to 
become involved directly In our recuit
ment process and to put In some fun 
time at the North American shows talking 
to fellow collectors, or by presenting a 
program (with the emphasis on BNAPS 
as the promoter). 
An OUTREACH to non BNA collectors 
by our willingness to teach and assist 
them in their search for new collecting 
Interests. · 
An OUTREACH through Study Group 
presentations (with strong selling of 
BNAPS merits, of course) through the 
slide and video programs of other or
ganizations such as APS, CPSGB, 
RPSC, and RPSL. 
An OUTREACH to all North American 
national level shows to whom we are 
making available the new SNAPS Medal 
of Excellence for the best exhibit of BNA 
at the show. (This award has already 
been presented at the PIPEX and ORA
PEX shows) 
An OUTREACH to those casual collec
tors who are still outside of organized . 
philately. To be reached through Canada 
Post mailings, etc. Some. of these people 
could be groomed to become serious 
BNA philatelists. 
An OUTREACH to our dealer members 
to whom we recently sent our A-frame 
point-of-sale kits alon·g with a letter 
Imploring their help both in recuiting as 
well as taking ads In TOPICS. We will 
continue sending these out to new dealer 
members. 
In addition, we have created the BNAPS 

Booster Reply Card which Is available (and 
promoted) to dealer members, as well as to 
local clubs or to anyone else that wishes to use 
them. (See TOPICS Vol. 50, No.2, Page 4.) 
Contact Paul Burega for a supply. 

It Is official: as hinted at by our editor in the 
last TOPICS we are changing the format of 
TOPICS beginning in September. The 4+4 
TOPICS will further enhance our membership 
benefits by providing a much better product to 
our members and in fact will give us something 
to sell to non-members as a solid reason for 
membership. This format also forces us to keep 
research content at a high and consistent level 
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while permitting prompt response to lime re
lated membership information: the best of both 
worlds. 

We further agree that our research labora
tory, the Study Groups are too Isolated. In the 
future each issue of TOPICS will include two full 
length articles culled from different Study Group 
Newsletters. The Idea being to make TOPICS 
exposure available to every Study Group over 
lime. Our editor will have the flexi:>ility to in
crease the Study Group articles if he so de
sires. Peter McCarthy's Study Group Center
line will continue in its present excellent format. 

Another program In the works will be to 
reprint all Study Group Newsletters in a booklet 
format per Study Group or subject. Thus all 
past information from these groups will be 
made available to anyone willing to pay a 
modest amount. Jon Johnson is working to 
determine a way to prooeed. Each year we will 
then print that years series of Study Group 
Newsletters complete In an annual edition so as 
to keep the series up to date. It Is hoped to 
have the compiling done during the summer 
months with first availability at the convention. 
We will need an editor for the annual project -
know anyone? Jon Johnson would like to hear 
from you. This additional exposure to the Study 
Groups efforts is expected to stimulate Study 
<Sroup interest as well as to provide a much 
more Interesting TOPICS. 

We are also looking to create a series of 
articles for TOPICS geared to the neophytes on 
the various specialties within BNA: to include 
the basic how-to-collect, what exists, where it 
leads to, how much does it cost, etc. The Rich
ardson booklet canada: BNA Philately - An 
Outline identifies many areas of study that could 
be expanded upon by various authors. This too 
will broaden the Interest level of current mem
bers and should appeal to the new or almost 
new (closet collector)' members, we hope to 
attract to the fold. This series is expected to 
make a neophyte feel wanted and hopefully at 
home. Eventually these articles will be compiled 
Into a How to collect Canada volume: For In
dividual sale. 

Do 1 hear volunteers willing to takle an area 
or two? I would love to hear from you, if so. 

The Study Groups are also being provided 
with funding to create slide/video programs: 
copies of which will automatically be sent to 
various societies for use by their chap· 
tars/members. (We will also be offering these 
VHS tapes for sale.) A new award The F.H. 



Odell Enlightenment award is to be awarded to 
the producer of the best slide/video annually at 
the convention awards banquet by the Study 
Group Vice President. 

We are also looking at Regional Groups 
and John Burnett is in the process of producing 
a document on some of the things that suc
cessful groups have done. We are also examin
ing the feasibility/possibility of automatically 
including all members in a predetermined 
Regional Group so that they will automatically 
receive that Group's Newsletter (possibly by 
having an automatic [estimated to be Cdn$3.00) 
dues surcharge next year, with these funds 
going to each Regional Group). It is believed 
that the fact that each BNAPSer automatically 
becomes a Regional Group member and there
by receive all mailings should make it easier (or 
even become an Inducement) to attend the 
meetings. The added cost will also help pro
gram costs. Please contact John Burnett di
rectly with your thoughts on this. Is Cdn$3.00 
too much? Should we do this for Study Groups 
also? Please write us prior to the convention on 
these Ideas which are scheduled for discussion 
at the Board meeting in Toronto. 

Another new award The Jack Levine Fellow
ship award has been created to honor the 
SPARK PLUG of each Regional Group with 
presentation also scheduled to take place at the 
convention awards banquet by the Regional 
Group Vice President. 

By now you have undoubtedly noticed the 
strong slant toward education and membership 
involvement. You will also notice that we are 
creating marketable products that can gen
erate future revenue for SNAPS. Over the short 
haul (a few years) It Is expected that we will 
continue to lose membership. Inevitably we will 
need new areas of revenue to offset this drop. 
These programs along with cost reduction 
programs currently being examined will hopeful
ly accomodate this need. Keep in mind that our 
operating expenses will remain virtually con
stant (or due to inflation, will increase) regard
less of our membership population: Thus the 
concern over a diminishing membership. 

A by-product of the above changes is the 
enhanced Image our society gives to outsiders. 

Along this line I have created the position of 
Judging Coordinator. Bill Pawluk accepted this 
position and appears to be making progress in 
his new capacity. His job is to standardize our 
judging rules and to examine the actual award 
process to recognize a greater base of categor
Ies in the process. 

He will also be, in effect, an ombudsman 
and will act as sponsor at the judging seminars, 
will poll the exhibitors on their reaction to any 
new programs and most Importantly will see 
that the result of these changes (as well as 
award winners) are written up In TOPICS -
perhaps even an occasional column in the 
Newsletter will result. In short, he will handle 
everything related to the judging of our conven
tions. 

I am also pleased to announce that SNAPS 
was recently awarded Chapter(lf2) status with 
the R.P.S.C. and I have formally requested 
national accreditation status from the RPSC so 
that our exhibitors will be eligible for F.l.~. 
(International) participation. Bill is working with 
the Royal people on this and It Is hoped that our 
1994 Convention will be awarded this privilege. 

Our Information Officer, Jeff Switt, has been 
submitting a lot of press releases to various 
weekly publications with a great In print success 
rate. Some excellent articles have appeared 
including an editorial by Unn's editor, Mike 
lawrence, coiJ1)8ling our successes with the 
Essay Proof Society's demise. They then ran a 
~page article on SNAPS. These will continue! 

Thank you for bearing with me. I realize that 
this has been rather long but I hope that this 
article provides you with the insight into the 
reasons behind several of the changes that 
have been made in SNAPS In the past 6 
months. As always, I wish you well and hope 
that you take my pleas to heart. I know you can 
do it - join with me - HELP OUR RECRUIT
MENT AND EDUCAllONAL EFFORTS 

You win receive this issue of TOPICS just 
prior to our convention in Toronto. Our hosts, 
Allan Steinhart and Cliff and Joanne Guile, have 
worked very hard to make this meeting worthy 
of our Golden Anniversary celebration and I 
urge all of you to attend what is certain to 
become a memorable meeting. See you there! 
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,fln Canada 

-
PHIL·EX~~ 
9bfT~rJ~ ... 

STAMP SHOW 
METRO TORONTO 

CONVENTION CENTRE 
255 Front Street West 

Toronto, Ontario, <;:anada 

September 10, 11; 12, 1995 

· September 10, Friday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
September 11, Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

· September 12, Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

FREE ADMISSION 

• 8S International Dealers 
• Postal Agencies representing 70 countries 
• Youth Booth - an educational and , 

entertainment centre for young phflatellsts 
• Representatives of the major phflatellc societies 
• Show cancels and special attractions 

Plm-EX Canada, Frank]. Buono 
Suite 116- Box 120, 65 Front Street West 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5J 1E6 
(607) 724-4444 
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Letters 

JOINED PLATE PROOFS 

May I draw your readers attention to a 
dastardly deed that Is being perpetrated on the 
plate proof material that was unleashed when 
the American Bank Note Company's archives 
were sold. This sale by Christie's in 1990 plac
ed Into the market place enormous quantities of 
plate proof material. Many of these proofs are In 
sheet of 100 subject format with multiple sheets 
being offered. The countries featured were 
many and diverse but I am directing my com
ments about the BNA countries, specifically 
Canada and Newfoundland. 

When a collector goes to exhibit at national 
and International exhibitions, the items shown 
must tell a story, oft-times In the absence of the 
written word. Thus, a featured cover should 
show the correct rate, the place name cancel 
where It was sent from, and hopefully the 
receiving cancel. This Is especially important for 
the first flight airmail covers. With the basic 
stamp (mint or used), Its perforations (If normal
ly Issued with them), are an Important feature. 
To show a part-Imperforate-between the area of 
the stamp having the perforations must be 
shown; to show a fully Imperforate version of 
what is normally a perforated stamp a minimum 
of a pair Is required. 

This fully Imperforate version can be caused 
by genuine printing error or It can be deliber
ately created for use by the printing company 
as plate proofs. This Item may or may not be on 
stamp paper, but to prove It Is Imperforate, as It 
was made, a pair Is required. The knowledge
able collector has always shunned imperforate 
singles. 

However, in the stamp market place, dealer 
price lists and auction listings, there is an abun
dance of single stamps being imperforate on 
four sides. They are touted as being from the 
plate proof sheets with a very high price often 
asked. 

Therefore a question that begs to be an
swered, Is how do you tell the difference of this 
stated-to-be single plate proof from Its much 
cheaper perforated version that has all the 
perforations trimmed? Also, bear in mind now, 
that the judges are viewing the item behind 
frame glass, protective mylar sheeting and 
Inside a mount. 

Consider another related matter: picture how 

you can tell the difference when postcards are 
featured. As Newfoundland postcards were 
never Issued In joined multiples, a real tragedy 
Is occurring In that the few joined multiples of 
these cards are being cut Into singles. The 
Newfoundland lot that was sold by Christie's 
had 36 one cent cards and 38 two cent cards. 
They were mostly in joined sheets of eight, but 
they were joined! 

A joined pair would really show the plate 
proof version. Is it too late to save them from 
being turned into singles? 

John M. Walsh 
St. John's, NF 

BNAPS NAME CHANGE 

I have today mailed off my ballot on the 
proposed name change for SNAPS. I voted to 
keep the current name, not because I am an 
old fogey resisting change (I am 37 years old, 
support the .metric system, etc.) but because 
the proposed alternatives were not adequate. 

Canada· and Colonies? canada has never 
had colonies.-Britain did. The titles with stsmp 
coHectorln them are misleading, as many of us 
collect postal history which may not have been 
stamps. The variations of Cansda and Cana
dian would, I think, create confusion with the 
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada. 

I suppooe the constructive thing for me to do 
would be to propose alternatives, but I see 
nothing wrong with the present name, which 
describes exactly the purpose of our little group. 
I disagree with the Idea that the decline In 
membership Is due to the name. Many clubs 
and societies, not just phUatelic, are experienc
Ing a decline. Some of it Is due to economic 
conditions. Much of It Is due to the far greater 
variety of hobbies available today than was the 
case thirty or fifty years ago, which dilutes the 
number of collectors over a larger number of 
hobbies. And, of course, we heve television. 
Just walt until virtual reality becomes affordable 
for the average person! Then we'll really see a 
decline. 

Notwithstanding the above, I think the mea
sures taken elsewhere will have a better 
chance of Improving the fortunes of SNAPS. 
Distributing business reply cards, for example. 
And I commend those who are starting up study 
groups for modern Canada, such as Elizabe-
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thans. If you've seen one Admiral retouch, 
you've seen them all, and the endless lists of 
RPO. are adding only Incrementally to phnatelic 
knowledge. But there are plenty of areas where 
a large amount of new knowledge could be 
gained with less trouble. The modem stuff Is 
cheap, easter to obtain, and allows a collector 
to break new ground In research. 

The library Is a victim of changing trends. 
Perhaps BNA TOPICS Is next, although I hope 
not. as It Is the only reason I belong to SNAPS. 
But perhaps the next step In Information ex
change should be considered, that of a com
puter BBS. Many other organizations are trying 
them out In other hobbles. It might be beneficial 
to SNAPS to set up Its own BBS. 

Dale Speirs 
Calgary, Alberta 

BNAPS LIBRARY 

I was shocked when I read President Flrby's 
comments regarding the fate of the SOciety's 
library (March-April TOPICS) . I'm one ·of the 
Hml-r.gular users· of these facilities (although, 
perhaps, no where near that of George Artken), 
and I'm quite disappointed to hear of Its demise. 
I've always found the Ubrary, and particularly 
Clnt PhUIIps, very helpful In my various r.e· 
search projects. In fact, the existence of a 
research .library was one oft~e reasons I joined 
BNAPS five years agol ' 

Many members do not have the facilities 
(space or dollars) to maintain a large philatelic 
library. Most, I assume, have the basiC$ and 
any other specialized material for a particular 
area. However there are times when other 
publications are required and having them at 
one's disposal quickly (thanks, In most part, to 
a dedicated librarian) resulted In well-document
ed, scholarly articles and therefore an Improved 
hobby. 

Some of the problems President Flrby 
mentioned (the G.S.T., computer, photocopier, 
and fax • the last seems to be a bit pompous • 
whatever happened to the good ol' postal 
system?) are still realities which we must deal 
with. I don't agree, though, that our library had 
outJ/wd Its usefulness. Perhaps I am In the 
minority, but I still feel that the library was a 
worthwhile entity and deserved preservation 
(not to collect dust, but to be used by the mem
bership). Members should have been en
couraged to consult the library's offerings more 
(one can draw a parallel to the consistent 
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writers for TOPICS and library users - perhaps 
both quite low). 

I'm afraid that I am not among those who 
feel that transferring the library to the National 
Library of Canada and the American Philatelic 
Research Library will solve all problems. I am 
not convinced that the staff of the respective 
libraries will give all members the attention and 
service necessary to Improve the hobby (al
though most of my peraonal dea.lings with 
Clmon Morin have been successfu~. Budget 
cutbacks, fewer staff, and ThB Buresucntcywlll 
probably result In long delays (some up to two 
or three months) which Is totally unacceptable. 
I could always rely on Clint to facilitate' my 
requests In a timely fashion. If both Clmon 
Morin and Glnl Hom can assure members that 
their requests will be dealt with In a speedy 
manner (depending, of courae, on the level of 
research required), there should be few prob
lems and the Board of Directors' decision would 
be confirmed. If we must, however, walt months 
for a response and access to the material Is 
difficult (how many members can actually 
conduct on-site research?), then I feel that we 
have taken the wrong path. The ultimate result 
will be less research undertaken, fewer fine 
quality articles written, and B.N.A. philately will 
lose many cl the gains we have achieved over 
the yeara. 

DeanW. Mario 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

LETTER FROM AN EX-MEMBER 

Much to my amazement I received the 
Jan/Feb. Issue of BNA TOPICS today, AprilS, 
1993, a few weeks after I received my reminder 
letter from Jerome (1f I may be so b<?ldl). I write 
of amazement as It Is a long tlnie since I re
ceived an Issue. In fact It was the one where I 
was re-Instated as a 'member having, unwit
tingly let my sub. again become overdue, 
particularly as I had posted one In July 1992. 

The above ramble Is primarily to let you 
know that, In view of the length of time It takes 
tor the OLDE CLIPPERS to get mall to me and, 
with conversion and Bank charges In addition to 
the member's subscription, I feel I must cancel 
my valued membershlp ... not just let It run out 
without any explanation. 

You will, I am sure, be disturbed to know 
that I only received 3 1ssues In 1992, and, even 
were I ever so keen to bid for an advertised 
Auction lot, I certainly would have been weeks 



overdue. 
I will write personally to Dean Mario who so 

kindly and unexpectedly, paid my initial sub. 
and submitted my name for Membership and 
then sent my Badge· as a gift.also!!! And I have 
not ever met him - but it has resulted in spas
modic but continual and interesting correspon
dence even if I am an old bird in a Rest Home! 
And, my husband and I might be in a Rest 
Home, but one would not think sol I have so 
many interruptions since commencing this after 
lunch. Guess it is the problem of being so 
popular!!! 

Answers to Jerome"s letter: 
1. Reasons for non-payment: Did not realize I 

was again overdue (weak!) - but non-receipt 
of TOPICS is the basic one. $35 for sea mail 
is as far as. I can go • airmail not on. 

2. My 1\lewfound.land collection is now of Gold 
Medal standard plus ALL the extra material 
I have (according to judges who. should 
know)(although sadly very little is known or 
shown etc. of the superb coverage of his
tory/geography/superb printing - you name 
it - in relation to that Island.) - in the Anti
pOdes anyway. I have not found anyone with 

whom I can communicate and share know
ledge in Australasia since I first became 
interested and then CAUGHT. 

3. Our only Grand-daughter is now 16 • my 
Newfie. collection becomes her's when she 
reaches 18. She may wish to sell (to go 
through University or overseas or whatever) 
or keep. It will be up to her. The TOPICS I 

· HAVE received, plus Newfie Newsletter and 
relevant pages from CSN have all. been 
saved so if she wishes to continue the study 
she has a good start. · 

4. Sadly I have gom as fer as I can go/ .. .in the 
philatelic field I mean, and also have many 
other interests which I had hoped to at least 
tidy up long ago. Geneology, painting, writ
ing, etc. etc. 
So! There is a valid reason for not continuing 

with my sub., but it certainly is not because I 
have not enjoyed and appreciated receiving 
TOPICS. . ' 

Sincere best wishes to your Society • keep 
it going for many years. 

·From your ex-member in the Antipodes. • 
Madeliene E. Percey 

Hobart, Tasmania 

THE POSTAL STATIONERY STUDY GROUP 

EXTENDS ITS DEEPEST SYMPATHY 

TO ROBERT LEMIRE . 

ON THE DEATH OF HIS WIFE, ALBERTA. 

OUR REGULAR BNAPEX GROUP 

WERE ALL HER FRIENDS, 

AND SHARE SOME PART 

OF YOUR SORROW. 

SHE WILL BE MISSED, AND REMEMBERED. 
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THE DILEMMA OF THE NEWFOUNDLAND 
ISSUE 

450th Anniversary of Cabot's Discovery of Newfoundland 

John M. Walsh 

Have you ever noticed the appearance of 
the sheet featuring the Newfoundland stamp 
design 'John Cabot Issue of 1947' or if you 
prefer 'The 450th Anniversary of Cabot's Dis
covery'? 

.. .Well this issue shows up in sheets of 100 
subjects. Over my collecting years, I have seen 
these sheets with uncluttered selvedge mar
gins, I.e. no plate numbers, and as well, with 
sheets having the plate number (43476) located 
In the four comera of that sheet. Why the dif
ference? 

When philatelists were asked why this was 
so, often the response was 'there must be two 
printings, I.e. the requisition order was sent 
twice ... • Another response was 'Two panes 
exist, one with and one without plate markings.' 

These two sensible theories certainly made 
a thoughtful reply to such a question. 

To investigdte the matter a reading was 
made through what literature there Is on this 
issue. The article (do you call 20 pages a 
book?) by John Ayshford ·entitled The Last 
Stamps of Newfoundland published in 1978, is . 
an excellent source of Information. In it, facts 
and visual observations are noted while he 
studied the Waterflow and_ Sons' official file. 
sheets. 

In the article by Ayshford on page 11 , des
criptions of three plate proof sheets are given. 
the basic facts are: 

A) first plate proof sheet has a plate number 
,., 43476 above posltlon 5 In the top margin. 
· No mention Is made of markings 0 and J. in 

position 6. Imperforate Is not mentioned but 
Implied In the text. Written on the sheet Is 
'5,000,000 stamps = 50,000 pulls and dated 

• 9.6.47' (Day Month Yean Walsh) 

B) second plate proof sheet has plate number 
43476 above position 5 in top margin. ln

. serted above position 6 is 0 and J. mark
. ings. lmpe_rforate Is Implied. Dated 9.6.47. 

C) Third plate proof sheet'has plate number 
43476 above position 5 In top margin. ln
.serted above position 6 is 0 and J. mark-
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ings. 'Again imperforate' is stated. Dated 
10.6.47. 

Now, to draw some conclusions: 
With A) we can see that the printing plate 

sheet consists of 100 subjects. With the number 
of stamps written on this sheet the reader Is led 
to believe that this sheet is an example taken 
off the press during the run; therefore, there Is 
a top margin centrally located plate number 
without any 0 and J. in the adjacent position, 
and since 5,000,000 stamps were printed on 
the order number quoted (141122) then, this 
plate printed the entire order. · 

From B) we can see that the printing plate 
sheet consists of 1 00 subjects and th~ there Is 
a top margin centrally located plate number with 
0 and J. on the adjacent portion. However, 
ther$ Is no notation as to the number of stamps 
or pulls involved with this sheet so one Is led to 
believe that this sheet is not from any given 
printing order. · 

From C) the printing plate is similar to Band 
again there is no mention of the number of 
stamps or pulls. 

Now, what I personally have observed out In 
the market place consists of: 

1) sheet of 100. No central plate number. A top 
marginal 0 and J. on position 6. 

2) sheets of 100. Plate numbers in all four 
corners. As to 0 and J. at position 6, I can-
not remember. · 

3) an imperforate block containing the top mar
gin central plate number (43476) with 0 and 
J. on position 6. Security hole punches are in 
this block, (Maresch and Son, sale #258, 
Nov. 27191). 

4) an upper left comer Imperforate block with 
. plate number 43476. Security hole punches 

are In this block. (Maresch and Son, sale 
#263, June 17/92). 

5) an upper left comer imperforate block with 
plate number (43476) having a double row 
of horizontal perforations between stamp 
and upper margin. No security hole punches 
in this block. (Maresch and Son, sale #263, 
June 17192). 



Reasoning from these examples leads me to 
conclude that two styles of printing plates were 
used to produce this issue. One plate having a 
top single, centrally located plate number and 
the other printing plate having four plate num
bers.located In each bf the four corners . . 

How, the dilemma ... If order #141122 having 
5,000,000 stamps was produced by the printing 

1 plate having the top slngl~ plate number, what 
order number and, more Importantly, what 
quantity was produced by the printing plate 
having plate numbers in the four corners? 

Since the order books kept examples from 
all the printing plates why was such an example 

of a sheet with the plate number in the four 
comers not observed or found? 

An answer can be given by the appearance 
of a block extending froni the outside comer to 
take In position 5 and 6. It would need to show 
a blank corner and a plate number above 
position 5. I would be very Interested in seeing 
.a copy. Do you have such a piece? Your 
thoughts· are directed to: 

9 Guy Slreet, . 
St. John's, NF Canada 

A1B 1P4 
FaxNoice: (709)722-3476 

liD~[?)[IDA ~~~ 

SEPTEMB~R 3, 4, 5 · 
ROYAL YORK HOTEL 
TORONTO, ONTARIO 

Your Host Committee, the St. lawrence Hall Postal History Society, is looking 
forward to welcoming you to BNAPEX '93. 

If you have not already booked for Convention, please refer to the following back 
issues of BNA TOPICS for assistance - and then register immediately: 

• Jan/Feb '93 Issue 
- Royal York Hotel Registration Form 
- Convention Schedule 
- Information on the convenience of Toront_o and the Royal Ycirk Hotel 

• Mar/Apr '93 Issue 
- Convention Comments 
- Toronto Travel Tips 
- Ontario Outings . 

• MayiJun '93 Issue 
- Schedule for the Study Group Meetings and Judges' Critique Seminar 
- Convention Pre-Registration Form 
- Convention Comments 
- Description of events offe~ed in the Convention Pre-Registration Form 

NOTE: We will be open in the late afternoon on Thursday, Sept. 2nd to start ' 
mounting Exhibns in the Concert Hall and to distribute Registration Packages in the 
Concert Hall Foyer. . 

Again, we are pleased to remind you that Frank Buono's Fall PHILEX will be held on 
Sept. 10, 11, 12 - the next week-end. 

For last minute information on BNAPEX '93, contact: 

Allan L. Steinhart (Chairman) 
35 Church Street, Sune 305 

Toronto, Ontario 
Canada, M5E 1T3 

(416) 362-8257 
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. MORRIS STREET, HALIFAX AND THE SEA 
CAPTAIN I POSTMASTER 

Colin Campbell 

The seven year period from 1895 to 1901 
witnessed a number of events of philatelic 
significance which survive to this day. Here we 
recall just three of these events, In chronolog· 
leal order. Firstly, there was the opening of the 
Morrie Street post office on 1 May 1895 (1). 
Secondly, there was the Issuing of the Queen 
Victoria Diamond Jubilee set of stamps on 19 
June 1897. Lastly, at the bidding of the Domin· 
ion's then Postmaster-General, William Mullock, 
there was Issued Canada's famous 2 cent 

' Xmas stamp In December of 1898 (2). 
The self-accounting sub-poet office was 

located at 38ls Morris Street, In a drug store, at 
the southwest corner of Pleasant Qater Bar
rington) Street. Louis J. Myllue was the lncum· 
benl A Western Union Telegraph office was 
also at the same address (3). Morris Street took 

· Its name from Charles Morris (1711·1781) who 
was the Surveyor General of Nova Scotia (4). 
The population of Nova Scotia In 1895 was 
slightly Ieee than 40,000 persons. 

The collecting of postmarks from the Morris 
Street poet office proves to be a most interes
ting task. Only two types of cancels have been 
found; the regular circular date stamp measur
Ing 24mm In diameter and a three Impression 
roller where each Impression varies from the 
others. It Is noted that the Morris Street cancels. 
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are in general cleanly struck and well centered. 
In the post office, four time marks were used 

denoting the different mail clearance times 
during the working day. The numerals 1, 2, 3 or 
4 appear just above the date. A few cancels 
have been found with the time mark 'blank' and 
fewer still with the 
time mark •o•. No 
plausible explana· 
tion has been put 
forward for these 
abnormals. Those 
recorded so far are 
not dated on a . 
Sunday. In these 
eleven Instances 
the numerals ap
pear above the 
dates. A second 
time mark •o• has 
surfaced making 
three reported to 
date. 

The Morris 
Street roller cancel 
shows It to be the conventional style used at 
that time. It Is numbered '1 '. The differences in 
the complete impression are most evident in the 



vertical relationship of ST. for STREET and 
N.S. for NOVA SCOTIA The three different 
impressions are shown in the illustration al
though the top one here tends to blend Into the 
black stamp and Is not easily visible. 

Of the number of cds strikes recorded from 
the Morris Street Office, Monday dates are 
found to be the most common. 1897 was the 
busiest year with the time mark '3' by far the 
most frequently found. The latter is presumed to 
reflect the commercial mall clearance time. The 
earliest date reported Is 23 May 1895, and the 
latest, 20 September 1901. 

It is of Interest to note that early In 1896, 
L.J.'s brother, Charles N. Mylius, formerly 
captain of the brigantine NEWFOUNDLAND, Is 
listed In McAlpine's Halifax City Directory (3) as 
postmaster at Morris Street It Is known that 
Myllus' ship of 919 tons was engaged In the 
seal and whale fishing Industry (5). His postal 
employment lasted until the office closed on 30 
September 1901. 

Calendar 

TIME MARKS FREQUENCY 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Blank 
'0' 

110 - 25.88% 
83 - 19.52 
196 -46.1 1 
26 - 6.11 
8 - 1.88 
3 - 0.68 

A total of 425 strikes were recorded for this 
article. 

REFERENCES: 

1. Post Office Record Card P.G.3, Records 03, 
National Archives of Canada. 

2. The Postage Stamps and Postal History of 
Canada by W.S. Bogge, Quarterman Pub
lications, Inc. (1974). p.p. 317 and 339. 

3. Halifax City Dlrectory-correspondenoe-Publlc 
Archives of Nova Scotia, November 1989. 

4. Dictionary of Canadian Biography-Vol. IV
{1771-1800) by F.G. Halpenny (1979). 

5. American Record-1884. 

CALENDAR lists exhibitions and bourses with significant BNA content, and BNAPS 
Regional Group functions. Information/Prospectus must reach the Editor at least 3 months in 
advance. 

1993 

SEPTEMBER 3-5, TORONTO, ON • BNAPEX '93. The Royal York Hotel. Information: AI 
Steinhart, 35 Church Street, Toronto, ON M5E 1T3. 

SEPTEMBER 29 • OCTOBER 2, CPSGB ANNUAL CONVENTION, CHESTER, ENGLAND. 
Queen's Hotel, Chester, England, accessible from Manchester, Uverpoot Entry form in 
CPSG Journal Maple Leaves; lnfot'TTlalion: C. A King, 10 St. Leon<Yd's Road, Claygate 
Esher, Surrey KT1 0 OEL England. 

OCTOBER 9-10, VICTORIA, BC • VICPEX '93. The Ramada Inn, 3020 Blanshard St., VICtoria, 
BC. Sponsored by the Greater VICtoria Philatelic Society, the Vancouver lsi<Wld Philatelic 
Society and the Junior Stamp Club of Victoria. 6 page frames @ $2.00 per frame for 
adults and $1 .00 per entry for juniors. Prospectus and info. from Don Shorting, Box 5164 
Station 8, Victoria, BC VSR 6N4. 

1994 

JUNE 10.12, VERNON, BC ·ROYAL OGOPEX *1994* ROYAL. The Coast Vernon Lodge, 
Vernon, BC. Information from the Okanagan Mainline Philatelic Society, #203 • 1139 
Sutherland Avenue, Kelowna, BC V1Y 5Y2. Fax: (604) 860-0818. 

SEPTEMBER 29 ·OCTOBER 1, BURLINGTON, VERMONT· BNAPEX '94. The Radisson Hotel 
on the shores of Lake Champlain. Information: James F. Hansen, Ad #1 Box 450, 
Plainfield, VT 05667. 
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CANADIAN LETTER MAIL TO ST. THOMAS, 
D.W.I. 

George B. Arfken 

Figure 1. From St. Catherines, March 29; 1 8,6_5, tO St. 1Jlomas, W. Indies, May 21. 1865. TJle 
cover is addressed to a man aboard the Bntish warshtp H.M.S. Duncan. There ts a Jamatca 
transit stamp May 20, 1865. This is the only reported Canadian cover to St. Thomas prior to 

1877. Courtesy of Arthur W. Leggett. 

Expanding on the title, -the letter mail is · 
preUPU and the O.W.I. stands for Danish West 
Indies. For British, French and German pack
ets, St. Thomas was of great importance as the 
first and/or the last stop for the Caribbean area 
and as a major transfer point [1). Since 1850, 
Cunard packets had been serving Bermuda 
and continuing south to St. Thomas [2]. Initially 
the northern port was New York. In 1854, 
Halifax replaced New York as the northern 
terminus. This packet route continued as Hal
ifax - Bermuda · St. Thomas until 1880 when 
the southern terminus was transferred to King
ston. Jamaica. The route was dropped in mid 
1886. (fhe Canadian Official Postal Guides 
continued to list Halifax • Bermuda· St. Thomas 
until1892.) 

One Decimal Cover. Firby's recording of 
Pence and Decimal covers does not list any 
Pence covers to St. Thomas [3]. However, one 
cover from the Decimal era has survived. This 
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cover is shown in Figure 1 . The writer endorsed 
the cover "Halifax & Bermuda," a dear call for 
the Halifax - Bermuda - St. Thomas packets. It 
was easy to write "Halifax" but getting the cover 
to Halifax in late March and early April was not 
easy. The St. Lawrence River would have been 
ice bound and there ·was not yet any railway 
connection between Ontario and Nova Scotia. 
Possibly the cover went by rail to Portland and 
then by ship to either Halifax or St. John. The 
cover missed the March 30 sailing of the Cu
nard packet Alpha and presumably was carried 
by the Alpha on its April 27 sailing. There is a 
May 20 Jamaica transit backstamp. This could 
have represented a detour by the Alpha but 
more likely meant that the cover went on to 
Jamaica by mistake and had to come back. 
Actually, Jamaica would have been a logical 
stop for a cover going via New York. 

Three Small Queen Covers. No Large 
Queen covers to St.-Thomas have been report-



Figure 2. June 18, 1877to Captain M.G. Norri~ Sr. Thomas, West Indies. Carri9d by the Cu
nard packet Beta out ol Halifax, Jqly. 9, 1877. 117e cover arrived in St. Thomas July 17, 1877. 
The cover was overpaid 1 t. The postal rate published in the Offlcia1 Postal Guides was 12¢. 

ed. Readers of "Canada's Small Queen Era~ [4) 
will note that St. Thomas, D.W.I. was com
pletely neglected. This was because no Small 

Queen covers had been reported. Recently 
three 1877 Small Queen covers to St. Thomas 
appeared at auction (5). These three covers are 

Figure 3. From Truro, N.S., June 30, 1877./ to Captain Norris, St. Thomas, W.l. This cover was 
carried by the Cunard packet Beta out o Halifax on July 9. There is a St. Thomas receiving 

mark but the date is illegible. From the receiving backstamp of the cover shown in Figure 2, the 
date of arrival was July 17. The two 6¢ Sinal/ Queens paid the correct 12t postage. 
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Figure 4. From Truro, N.S., July 10, 1877, to Captain Norris, St. Thomas, W.l. This cover just 
m1ssed the Beta's departure on July 9 snd was cwried on the Beta's next trip, leaving Halifax 

August 6 and arriving in St. Thorilas August 14. Th11 two 6 Small Cl.J99ns paid th11 corrfiCt 
. . postag11. 

shown here in chronological order. Figure 2 
illustrates a June 18, 1877 cover to Captain 
M.C. Norris, (brigantine) Hope, St. Thomas, 
West l(ldies. The cover missed the Cunard 
packet Alpha by a week. It was held for the 
Bera that sailed from Halifax July 9. Arrival In 
St. Thomas was July 17. The cover was paid 
13e, 1¢ over the amount listed in the postal 
guides. Why 1 e over? Perhaps the writer 
thought that the rate was 12\;rt as erroneously 
listed in the Halifax Cftizen a few years before
[6). Actually the postal rate to St. Thomas, via 
Halifax and Bermuda, had been 12e since at 
least 1868. The rate continued at 12¢ until Can
ada adhered to the UPU rate schedule, August 
1, 1878. The Halifax packet rate then dropped 
to 10e, a British adopted, UPU authorized 
surtax. The cancellations and the date stamp 
read: AMHERST & HALIFAX INTERCOL. R.R. 
EAST JU 18 77, an R.P.O. cancellation. 

The covers shown in Figures 3 and 4 are 
dearly from the same writer. Each cover is from 
Truro, N.S. Each is paid the correct 12e with 
two 6e Small Queens. Each address indudes a 
% James G. Abbot, Esq. Presumably Abbot 
was someone who would take in the mail and 
hold it until the brigantine Hope arrived. He may 
have been a commercial representative or a 
Bri~sh postal agent. The June 30 cover of Fig
ure 3 was carried by the Cunard Beta out of 
Halifax July 9 (along with the June 18 cover of 
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Figure 2). 
The final cover, shown in Figure 4, missed 

the July 9 departure of the Beta by one day and 
then waited 27 days for the Beta's next trip 
l~vlng Halifax August 6. Why the· cover was 
not Immediately forwarded via New York is not 
dear. A St. Thomas receiving backstamp gives 
the arrival date as August 14. 

Restoration. The three Small Queen covers 
just pictured were In rather $ad condition when 
they were auctioned. (Maresch had provided 
photocopies so there was no misrepresen
tation.) Figures 5, 6 and 7 show these three 
Small Queen covers as they were purchased in 
1990, before restoration. These th'ree covers 
were sent to Nancy Poli with a request that the 
covers be deaned and that paper defects be 
corrected. Tears were to be sealed and missing 
edges and comers were to be rebuih. The 
results appear In Figures 2, 3 and 4. It should 
be emphasized very strongly that there was no 
aheration of stamps, postmarks or original 
writing (address, endorsement, etc.) For in
stance the date stamp on the cover of Figure 3 
has not been reconstructed. 

The correction of paper defects is a fairly 
common practice these days. Ms. Poli has a six 
months backlog of work. These three covers 
provide nice illustrations of what can be done to 
restore old covers. These covers are illustrated 
here to Invite TOPICS readers to consider what 



Figure 5. The June 18, 1877 cover of Figure 2 before restoration. 

should be done and what should not be done in 
the name of cover restoration. Also, to consider 
the consequences of not restoring covers. 

Many of us feel that exhibiting the covers is 
part of the fun of collecting. The 13e cover of 
Figure 5 might be fit to exhibit, maybe, maybe 
not. However, the two Truro covers, Figures 6 
and 7, would be described by many dealers 
and judges as rags or garbage. As shown in 
Figures 6 and 7, these covers were definitely 

not fit for exhibition. So, if they were not suitable 
for exhibition, what should be done with them? 
Soak off the 6e Small Queens and t~r up the 
covers? If there were dozens of other preUPU 
covers to St. Thomas in fine condition, many 
collectors would answer yes. But there are not 
dozens of other preUPU covers to St. Thomas. 
The miserable looking Truro covers were two of 
the only four preUPU Canacian covers to St. 
Thomas that exist (or have been reported, so 

Figure 6. The June 30, 1877 cover of Rgure 3 before restoration. 
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Figure 7. The July 10, 1877 cover of Figure 4 before restoratjon. 

far). The choloe, shown wfttt these photos, was 
to restore and preserve these covers as a 
significant part of Canadian postal history. 

Perhaps the real problem in cover res
toration is where to draw the line. Here, the line 
has been drawn to include cleaning and paper 
repair and rebuilding. Modifying postmarkings 
and original writing has been exduded. Still -
some 120, 130 years old covers have badly 
faded addresses. It would be nice to have these 
vanishing addresses retouched and restored to 
their original, vibrant black color! 
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Illustrated Hotel Covers of B.C. 
Ken V. Ellison 

HOTEL KALEMALKA, 'VERNON 

PAOMOftC 4c. Pu.tta • • • • • · PAo,...rr·roAS 

VERNON, BRITISH COLUM81A 

The Kalemalka Hotel was opened on 1 July 1892 on Vernon's Barnard (named after the 
owner of Barnard's Express whose BX Ranch was here) Avenue. This was 'the' hotel for many 
years and it still stands one hundred years later although it is now only two stories and not 
recognizable from the cover's illustration. Also to be noted is the spelling of the name which was 
changed soon after the hotel's opening to Kalamalka. 

A plus for this illustrated cover is the 3¢ Jubilee stamp and the 'squared circle' .cancellation 
of Vernon, dated 16 August 1897. 

CANADA REVENUES 
Bought & Sold. Wantlists invited 

Ltrtest Clllllldll 18wrnue e~~talogue $10.95 ; 
100 different Canada revenues 

valued .t $95+ ody $26.95 
Regular IIMshly iluslrated Newsletters 

& .Audions • Free sample 
E.S. J. van Dam Ltd. 

P.O. Box 3008 
Brtdgenorth, OntAirlo, Canllda KOL 1 HO 
Tel: 705·292·7013 Fax: 705·292·6311 

WANTED 
Canadian Covers Pre 1960 

Stationery 
Have Same For Sale 

R.F. Narbonne 
Tel. 1-613-257-5453 

• Since 1962 • 
GREENWOOD STAMP COMPANY 

216 Mailey Drive 
Carleton Place, Ont. K7C 3X9 
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New Issues 

Flg.1. The 13.8 x 13.1 perf. variation of the 
44¢ Walrus, with a narrow tooth at the right 

end of each horizontal row. 

Canada Post has begun a new series of 
prestamped envelopes showing the provincial 
and territorial capitals, starting with Charlot
tetown on the No. 8 and Victoria on the No. 1-0. 
The series of twelve envelopes Is expected to 
be released in sets· of two twice a yearfor three 
years. The cost of the present set Is 46¢ for the 
No.8 and 47¢ for the No. 10, excluding GST. 

It seems my statement In the March/April 
1993 TOPICS was only partly right, that the 42¢ . 
Christmas sheet stamp was Canada's first 
regularly-Issued postage stamp for which the 
perforations don't frt the stamp. The same may 
also be true for the 13.8 x 13.1 perforation 
variation (22 x 17 teeth) of the 44¢ Walrus. I 
have seen only two examples, a used copy In 
my collection (shown In Figure 1) and a mint 
block of four, a photocopy of which was sent to 
me by John G. Schmidt. (John's columns on 
Canadian definltlves have appeared both In 
Topics and In the canadian Philatelist.) In the 
horizontal perforations In Figure 1 the lett-most 
tooth Is much narrower than the others to its 
right. The same Is true for all four stamps In the 
block of four, which surely doesn't come from the 
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William J. F. Wilson 

same sheet. There Is a small variation in width 
among the used copies I have of this set (44¢, 
59¢, 86¢), but most are the same width as the 
44¢ 13.8 x 13.1. (Figure 2 shows the 44¢ 13.8 
x 13.1 compared to the 44¢ 14.4 x 13.8.) This 
suggests that the combs were Intentionally 
pushed closer together to fit an 'Incorrect' 
gauge to a preset stamp size, making this 
similar to the Christmas stamp, although in the 
opposite direction since there the combs were 
pulled further apart. Are all examples of the 
13.8 x 13.1 Walrus like Figure 1? Are there any 
counter-examples? It would be Interesting to 
hear either way. 

.fig. 2. The 13.8 x 13.1 perf. variation of the 
44¢ Walrus (bottom) compared to the 44¢ 
14.4 x 13.8 variation (top). The two stamps 

are the same width. 

There are a couple of corrections to previous 
columns. In the March/April'1993 column, the 
papers for the 43¢ Flag and Queen were re· 
versed: The Flag was listed asP (Peterborough 
paper) and the Queen as C (Coated Papers). 
This should be corrected to C for the Flag and 
P for the Queen. In the May/June 1992 column, 
the size of the 84¢ air letter was listed as 201 x 
323 mm; this should be 210 x 323 mm. 

The data In the following table have been 
taken from the Canada Post publications Cana
da's Stamp Details and Collections of canada. 
stamp sizes, perforations and number of teeth 
are my own measurements, and are given as 
(HORIZOm'Al) x (VERTICAL).Information on 
the 43¢ roll stamp follows the table. Ab
breviations are listed at the end. 



&\ YOUR NAME BNAPS Membership Pins 
~ MEMBER . 
IRTlSH 101111 AIOICA M.ATWC SOC£TY Personalized or Emblem Only Types 

$6.00CDN/$5.00US, postage paid 

Send cheque or money order, payable to BNAPS, to: 
Mike Street 

73 Hatton Dr. 
Ancaster, ON 

Canada L9G 2H5 
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More Street Cancels 
Frank Waite 

First Cover 

While not spectacular covers, the two covers The first is a lovely Prince Arthur St., Men-
shown are rather nice sub·post office covers. · trealletter card addressed to the United States, 

•:, 

. .. .. , ........ ··. ·:. ji", 
LETTER CARD .... . , . 

' .. 
1 

Second Cover 
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and was found short paid by one cent. The 
black slash at the left indicates the shortage -
one cent. The card also is decorated with the 
regulatory markings lnsufficently Prepaid and 
Returned tor Postage. An item that covers 
several philatelic disciplines is always desirable. 

The second cover would also interest several 

breeds of philatelists. A splendid advertising 
cover, illustrating local (one cent) usage and 
with the very scarce Toronto West duplex 
cancellation. This cover is especially dear to me 
as it came from Frank Campbell - one of the 
deans of Canadian Philately. I used to vi$it him 
at Royal Oak. 

Early Exhibition Covers of B.C. 
Ken V. Ellison 

VANCOWER EXHIBITION 1910 

In 1908 the Vancouver Exhibition Association was formed, but It was not untll191 0 that a 
site for the fair was ready at Hastings Parle. The first Vancouver Exhibition was held from the 15th 
to the 20th of August that year. Contributing to the success of the fair waslts opening by Sir Wilfred 
Laurier, Prime Minister of the Dominion of Canada at the time. In spite of a varied history, the 
exhibition continues today as the Pacific National Exhibition, but In a rather different format. 

This advertising cover from the first Vancouver Exhibition was used by Alexander and Stone, 
Real Estate Brokers of Vancouver, on 4 July 1910. 
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PROVISIONAL ENDWISE ROLLS 
Bob Bayes 

They were made from sheets that were perforated 12 all around that had been delivered to the 
Department and were given status by having impressed on the back of the paste-up a part of the 
date stamp which showed the day but not the year. 

For the purpose of identification called type A, B, C. 36 rolls were prepared (36 x 500 = 18,000 
stamps) 

Type 'A' 

Type 'B' 

Provisional Roll Stamps 
These are variations of Type 'A', '8', and 'C' Backstemps 

Similar to type ·c· all in capitals with the year written In with a steel pen however, only the last 
two digits are in evidence. 
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Smaller circle with less condensed type face, date and hand written year appear ~bove the 
cirde. Says Branch instead of Division, all in capitals. 

Similar to type 'A' but without the date and year written in 

•REGULAR POSTAL HISTORY & STAMP AUCTIONS• 
CONSIGNMENTS & DIRECT PURCHASES WELCOME 

Canada - P.O. Box 430, ABBOTSFORD, BRITISH COLUMBIA V2S 5Z5 
United States - P.O. Box 1507, SUMAS, WASHINGTON 98295-1507 

Telephone (604) 850-1137 
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~ .... ~(~ 
~ ~~The RPO Cowcatcher 

A Guest Column by WUilam G. Robinson, OTB 
5830 C&rtier Street 

Vancouver, B.C. V6M 3A7 

In the last two columns we have been listing the Unconfirmed regular hammers. A few reports 
have come In as a result, and these will be confirmed in Annex XII - not Annex XI as previously 
stated. 

Today we will consider the Unconfi""ed Clerk-type hammers. There are none In the 
Newfoundland or Maritimes sections, so we will proceed with Quebec, Ontario, and the West: 

0-40A 
Q-167Cc 
Q-177B 

0-8B 
0-19B 
0-90 
0-152C 
0-203A 
0-261B 
0-263Aa 
0-338L 
0-342C 
0-354B 
0-354C 
0-357Hb 
0-385Qa 
0-385Qd 

W-7E 
W-1 81 
W-22C 
W-26Fb 
W-26Kc 
W-27a 
W-38Bc 
W-38C 
W-38E 
W-38G 
W-43F 
W-62Gb 
W-72F 
W-831 
W-87Da 
W-89A 
W-891 
W-97D 
W-102Lb 
W-112E 
W-125C 
W-126Ca 

LEVIS & CAMP. R.P.O./J.C.L BELANGER 
MONT.& TORJA.H. WALLACE 
NEWPORT VT.& MONTREAL R.P.O.JFRED J. 

ARM. STN.&WPG.JF:L. MILLER 
B.J.& M./J.B. SMITH 
GUELPH & G'CH.JR.P.O./E.G. MITCHELL 
LON. & 0. SOUND/JAS. SUTHERLAND 
N.BAY & TIMM. R.P.O./J. SNODDON 
OTTAWA & TORONTO R.P.O./E. THERIAULT 
OTT. & TOR./JA McCANN 
TOR. & FT. WM.ft'i.S. KNAPP 
TOR. GU.& O.S./SCHILROTH 
TOR.& LON./M.J. DURKIN 
TOR.& LON./N. TERENllUK 
TOR. LON.& WIND./M.C. MUNRO 
T.& N.B./N.H. HICKMAN 
T.& N.B./N. TURNER 

BRANDON BUL& REGINA R.P.O./S.J. COOPER 
CALGARY OIVISION/G.F. SH:A.W 
CALGARY & ED.JR.P.O./G.SAMUEL, M.C. 
CAL VAN.JR.P.O./R.GRANDE 
CAL VAN./R.P.O./AA MacKINLEY 
CAL& VAN./G.M. ADAMS 
ED.& D.C.JR.P.O./H.L. PRITCHARD 
E.& D.C./CA SCHARFF 
EDM.& OAW. CREEK/R.P.O./A CYLURIK 
ED.& DAW. CR./R.P.O./H.C. HANCOCK 
EDM.& P.G.JR.P.O./J.B. ADAMS 
KAM.& SftSK.JR.P.O.tN. WOODHEAD 
MeL. & H.C./R.P.O.JF.COYLE, R.M.C. 
M.H.& N.JR.P.O./J.H. LEWIS 
M.J. & CAL./R.P.O./E.O. ANDERSON(W-87F?) 
MOOSE JAW & MACKLIN/R.P.O./J. ELLIS 
M. JAW & MACKJR.P.O./A KINGWELL 
NEL MID.JR.P.O./RIGISPENCE 
N.PORT. & M. JAW/R.P.O./J.E. HILLS 
P.G.& P.R./R.P.O./NILLIAM A LEVERETT 
RESTON & WOLSELEY/R.P.O./H.H. RAINE 
RIVERS & SASK.JR.P.O./J.A. ANDERSON 
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Type 17J 
Type 12A 
Type 21B 

Type 1E 
Type22G 
Type 1E 
Type 12A 
Type 17J 
Type SH 
Type23A 
Type22G 
Type22H 
Type 22H 
Type 22K 
Type 7B 
Type 22G 
Type 22G 

Type 17P 
Type 7B 
Type 3E 
Type 17J 
Type 1E 
Type 1E 
Type 17J 
Type 22G 
Type 17J 
Type 17J 
Type SH 
Type 7B 
Type 1E 
Type 17J 

Type 17J 
Type 3D 
Type 7B 
Type 17J 
Type 7B 
Type SH 
Type 6E 
Type 17J 



W-129A 
W-1378 
W-138G 
W-138K 
W-1380 
W-159U 
W-161Ca 
W-180Db 
W-1800 
W-1968c 
W-196Gd 

RIVERS & WATROUS/A.P.O./ADH. ST. JACQUES 
SASKATOON DIST./D.A. EAGLE 

Type 3D 
Type 78 
Type7E 
Type 1E 
Type22G 
Type SH 
Type 17J 
Type 12C 
Type 170 
Type 17J · 
Type 1E 

D. MIDDLEMASS/SASK.& DRUM./A.P.O. 
SASK& DRUMM./A.L. TAGGART 
SASK.& DRUMMW.J. GALE 
VANCOUVER DIV./E.G. MAGAW 
VIC.& COURT/A.P.O./W.8. CARSON 
WINNIPEG DISTRICT/A KOSTER 
WPG. DIVISION R.P.O./M.P. FINUCAN 
WPG.& M. JAW/A.P.O.,ti. 80TEL 
WPG.& M. JAW/B.Z. TUMMON 

Please check your holdings and report any of these which you find. Your fellow collectors will 
thank you. 

! AUCTION AGENT 
For over twenty-five years, Jim 
Hennok has been buying at major 
North American Auctions. His ex
pertise is· available to you at a sup
risingly low rate. He is widely rec
ognized as the most thorough and 
accurate .. viewer .. in Toronto. By 
employing him as an egent you can 
gain anonymity and prevent unsat
isfactory purchases. Please phone or 
write to discuss your needs. 

JIM A. HENNOK l TO. 
185 Queen St. East 
Toronto, Ontario 

M5A 152 

Phone(416l363-7757 
(24 hoursl 

Newfoundland 
Specialized 
Stamp Catalogue 

2nd Edition 't2 
Spiral bound, 140 pages, llustrated, pricee. 
TheRe..,_ for Newfoundland Phi._.,. 

Detailed listing for NFLD atampa; covert; 
revenues; plaea numbera .nd poaltiona; 

1st flight covert; poatalalationary; 
envelopea; slogana; ooupona; me18rt; 

dead let18r office; poatal ral8a; tax stampa; 
1500+ town poat offloea Md cancel types. 

Silver Medal awarded at Philitex '92 

AVAILABLE FROII 

F.Y.H. Stamps, Vancouver, B.C. 
George Wegg Lid., Toronto, Ont 

Gary Lyon Lid., Balhurat, N.B. 
Vera Trinder Lid., London, U.K 

Or From The Publllh• 

WALSH'S PHILATEUC SERVICE 
~Guy St, St. John's, NF, Canada A18 1P4 

(7®) 722-3476 Fax/Voice 

Cdn. $28.50 Poat/G.S.T. paid 
U.S. $24.00 Poalpald 

Viaa/Maatet'card t~CCepted . 
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NEWS RELEASE 
CANADIAN POSTAL ARCHIVES 

THE GEORGE E. L. MANLEY COLLECTION OF 
PRECANCELLED CANADIAN POSTAL STATIONERY 

CHRISTMJ.\S SEJ.\LS 

FIGHT TUBERCULOSIS 
&,..t/fH11Ne~f"'l' 
PlEAS£ IAil Ylll CIITIIIITIII Tl : 

Christmas Seal Cammitt ~ ~ v··~'as '-
1.0.0.£. Dia.-1 J•Wie. 0.0~ ~ 

r~? PENTICTON, I .C. ~· "ff"- ,"'C' 
:....----- ~ " ' "7 1?. . . ~-

rr YOU' YE ALREADY MAILED YOUR . CIFT, TUU YOU YE ~UCK 

Ottawa, November 16, 1992- The cana
dian Postal Archives is pleased to announce 
the acquisition of the Ge9rge E.L. Manley 
collection of precancelled Canadian postal 
stationery. The 10 volume collection, received 
as a gift from Mr. Manley, contains over 1,300 
Individual Items ranging from the King George 
V Admiral Issue through to the Queen Elizabeth 
II 1 967 and later Centennial Issues. 

A resident of Wareham In Dorset, England, 
Mr. Manley has spent 70 years collecting and 
studying precancelled stamps and postal sta
tionery. He first shared and then carri9d on his 
father's interest In precancels. He has written 
extensively on the subject In Maple Leaves, the 
journal of the Canadian Philatelic Society of 
Great Britain -- and in other philatelic periodi
cals. He Is the author of The canadian PrttCSn
ceHad Postal Stationery Handbook (1 984), and 
contributed a chapter on precancelled postal 
stationery In the Canadian Precancel Handbook 
(1988). 

Precancelllng, be it of stamps themselves or 
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of imprinted stamps on postal stationery, was 
done prior to mailing and thus simplified subse
quent mail handling. II was normally done under 
post office department authority, either by the 
security printer when the items were printed or 
privately by commercial printers or others to 
unprecancelled Items prior to their being mailed. 
Precancellations can be either on regularly 
Issued or on special order postal stationery. The 
latter type is distinguishable from the former by 
Its being of a different size, being printed on a 
different paper or card stock, or by other dif
ferences in the format of the stationery. Many 
precancelled postcards were sent to house
holders for advertising purposes and contain 
interesting printed -and sometimes coloured -
advertisements either on their backs or on both 
sides. Others were used to remind voters where 
their polling or voting booths were. Mr. Manley's 
collection has many examples of all these 
types. 

The contents of the collection Include en
velopes from many locations during the reign of 



King George Vand King George VI (3771tems); 
post cards with private precancels (181 Items); 
and regular issue precancels (J 46 items) includ· 
ing post bands, polling cards, Christmas seal 
advertising and ancillary material. 

The addition of this collection to the existing 
holdings of the Canadian Postal Archives, 
together with Mr. Manley's previous donation of 
books giving more details about many Items In 
the collection, wDI enable those Interested to 
have access to one of the most complete hold· 

AN INVITATION 
TO MEMBERS OF 

THE BRITISH 

NORTH AMERICA 

PHILATELIC SOCIETY 

lngs of this type of material in existence. 
For more information on this collection, 

please contact: 

Canadian Postal Archives 
National Archives of Canada 

365 Laurier Avenue W est 
Ottawa, Ontario 

K1AON3 

Telephone: (613) 995-8085 
Fax: (613)992-3744 

If you .,. not el,..,y • member of The 
Aoyel Phlletellc~ of Canedeend would 
be 1n......- In jolnl,. the " Royer•, .,._ 
write to the s-.t.ry, The AoyetPtl...,lc 
Socldy of Canede, Oepertm.n 8 , eo. 5320, 
StetiOn F. Ott.we, Onterlo K2J 3J1, for 
membenhlp eppllcetlon forms or lnforme
tlon. 

ADMISSION FEE • $5.00 
ANNUAL DUES 

Canadian member • 25.00 
US member • 25.00US 

Overseas member • 25.00US 
"GROW WITH THE ROYAL" 
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FIRST DAY COVERS OF THE C LASSIC 
ISSUES OF CANADA 

Melvin L. Baron and Stan Lum 

PART 7 ·FIRST DAY COVERS OF THE CANADIAN HISTORICAL 
COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE OF 1927 

A set of three stamps was Issued in 1927 to 
honour several of the principal statesmen of 
Canada. The stamps were originally JX&pared 
for Issuance on July 1, 1926 (1) and in fact, the 
dies for the issue were approved on July 15 of 
that year [2). Since plans were already under 
way to issue a series of stamps to honour the 
60th anniversary of Canadian Confederation in 
1927, the Canadian Historical Series stamps 
were held tor a year and issued concurrently 
with the Canadian Confederation Com
memorative Issue of 1927. It is of interest to 
note that the Historical Series stamps give no 
Indication of their commemorative status and 
their Inscriptions are in English only. This is in 
direct contradiction to the Confederation Com
memorative Issue whictl are inscribed 1867 
CONFEDERATION 1927 to show their com
memorative status and are bilingual with the 
words Pastes and Post. 

The details of the Historical Issue are as 
follows: 

Sc. 146 5e Violet • Portrait on Hon. Thomas 
D'Arcy McGee. Bom In Ireland in 1825, he 
came to Canada in 1857 where he sup: 
ported the union of the British p!'Ovinces. In 
1862 he became a cabinet minister and 
lived to see Confederation before his assas
sination in 1868. 

Sc. 147 12e Green • Portraits of Sir Wilfred 
Laurier and Sir John A. MacDonald. Sir 
Wilfred Laurier was a prOI'Tlinent Canadian 
statesman who became Prime Minister of 
the Dominion in 1896. Sir John A. Mac
Donald was the first prime minister of the 
Dominion of Canada. 

Sc. 148 20e Red - Portraits of Hon. Robert 
Baldwin and Sir Louis-Hippolyte Lafontaine. 
Both of these prominent Canadian states
men were leaders in Upper and Lower 
Canada respectively In the struggle for 
representative government. Both were 
strong advocates of national untty and were 
~n1heu-blotUpper~LowerCalada. 
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The stanps were printed by the Canadian 
Bank Note Company, Umited, Ottawa. 

The First Day of Issue of the Historical 
Commemorative Issue of 1927 has been es
tablished as June 29, 1927. This is the same 
date of issue as that of the Canadian Con
federation Commemorative Issue of 1927, Sc. 
141·145 and E-3 (3). In his Standard British 
North American Catalog (1), Jarrett points out 
that these issues were originally announced for 
July 1 , 1927, the sixtieth anniversary of Cana
dian Confederation. Supplies of the stamps had 
been sent to postmasters with instructions to 
hold the stamps until the morning of July 1 , 
1927. These instructions could not be complied 
with since July 1, 1927 was a national holiday, 
Dominion Day, and the Post Offices were 
closed. In fact, Jarrett gives the First Day of 
Issue of both sets as June 29, 1927 on Pg 131 
of his Catalog [1). Winthrop Boggs [2) confirms 
that the series was originally intended for is
suance on July 1, 1927. The June 29, 1927 
First Day of Issue date has been confirmed by 
the Post Office Department of Canada (4). A 
"Ust of Plate Numbers Used In the Manufacture 
of the Following Issues and Date of Issue·. 
dated July 19, 1944 was issued by the Post 
Office Department, Canada, Financial Branch, 
Philatelic Division, Ottawa under the signature 
of H.F. Atwater, Financial Superintendent. The 
list starts with the Historical and Confederation 
issues of 1927 and lists June 29, 1927 as the 
First Day ol Issue for both series. The authors 
are not famiHar with any earlier dated covers for 
the Historical series of stamps. 

Following the custom of the times, no official 
cities were designated for First Day sale. Rather 
the stamps were put on sale at several post 
offices throughout Canada. Consequently, all 
cities from which First Day Covers of the 
stamps exist are of interest and must be con
sidered to be official First Day cities. In Table I, 
the authors have listed these cities from which 
they have seen First Day Covers of the various 
stamps, either with single stamps or with com-



Figure 1. Scarce Legault Registered First Day Cover with the Full Historical Issue Set of 
Three Stamps. 

binations of the stamps. 

Table I 
Arst Dey Cities 
June 29, 1827 

Sc. 146-5¢ VIOlet 
1. Ki1chener, Ontario 
2. Maxville, Ontario 
3. Ottawa, Ontario 
4. Quebec, Ontario 
5. Toronto, Ontario 

Sc. 147-12¢ Green 
1. Kitchener, Ontario 
2. Maxville, Ontario" 
3. Ottawa, Ontario 
4. Quebec, Canada 

Sc. 148-20¢ Red 
1. Kitchener, Ontario 
2. Maxville, Ontario 
3. Ottawa, Ontario 
4. Quebec, Ontario 

The list of First Day cities shown in Table lis 
undoubtedly a limited one. The authors hope 
that the readers will a1d a1dltional cities to this 
list so that eventualy, a definitive list of Arst 
Day cities will be oompiled for each of the three 
stamps of this issue. It is of interest to note that 
the number of First Day cities for the Historical 
Issue, Table I, is considerably less than the 
number of cities for the Canadian Con
federation Issue, Table I of (3), even though 
both series of stamps were Issued ooncurrendy 
on June 29, 1927. This will be discussed later 
In this paper. 

Combination covers with all three of the 

stamps affixed are of special interest A list of 
cities from such oomblnalion Fnt Day Covers 
are known Is given In Table II. 

Table I 
All Three SWmps On One 

Combinlllion Rrst Dey Cover 
June 29, 1827 

1. Maxville, Ontario 
2. Ottawa, Onaio 
3. Quebec, Canada 

Strangely enough, combination Ftrst Day 
Covers with the full set of three ~s affixed 
are Somewhat easier to find than are single 
stamps on Ftrst Day cover. Figure (1) shows a 
combWlalion Arst Day Cover with all three 
stamps affixed. The cover was made by A.A. 
Legault, the Accountant-in-Charge, Postage 
Stamp Division of the Canadian Post Office 
Department Mr. Legault was responsible for 
making FirSt Day Covers of llBlY of the classic 
issues of canada cUing the mid 1920-1940 
period. His position in the Postage Stamp 
Division gave him an excellent oppor1Unlty for 
preparing Arst Day Covers for all issues of this 
period, indudlng those which were issued on 
very short nolice. 

A similar cover to the one shown in Ag. (1 ) 
was prepared by T.R. Legault and addressed to 
his friend A. F. Blophey. In a letter from this Arst 
Day Cover which was also postmart<ed at 
Ottawa, Ontario, Legault writes Just a word to 
tell you that the Historical Set went on sale 
today at Toronto, Ottawa, MontrBBI and Quebec 
Post Offices and I thought that you would like a 
first day cover. The authors have not seen First 
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Figure 2. Frve Cent Single (Scott 146) of the Historical Issue on Arst Day Cover from Toronto, 
Ontario. Cover estSblished the availability of this Stamp at Toronto on June 29, 1927. 

Day Covers with the Historical Issue from 
Montreal. This note hints at the possibility that 
the Historical Issue may indeed have had a 
limited distribution to Canadian post offices for 
issuance on the Flrst Day. In view of the small 
number of First Day Cities shown In Table I, this 
is Indeed a possibility, but no conclusive state
ments can be made on the basis of the infor
mation that is available at this time. 

Blocks of four and plate number blocks of 
four of the stamps of the Historical Issue on 
First Day Covers are not knQwn to the authors. 

As previously mentioned, single stamps of 

this issue on First Day Cover are quite scarce. 
Figure (2) shows a single of the five cent value, 
Scott 146, on First Day Cover from Toronto, 
Ontario. This cover is of special interest since it 
establishes that at least, the 5¢ value, Sc. 146 
was available in Toronto on June 29, 1927, the 
f!irst Day of Issue. Several covers with all three 
stamps affixed and dated June 30, 1927 at 
Toronto exist with pencil markings First Day of 
Issue or Arst Day of Issue at Toronto. The 
existence of the cover shown in Fig. (2) in
dicates that these covers are second day of 
issue covers and consequently of no particular 

Figure 3. Twelve Csnt Singls (Scoit 147) of ths Historical Issue on First Day Cover from 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
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Figure 4. Twenty Cent Single (Scott 1481 of the Historical Issue on Legault First Day Cover from 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

interest. Figure (3) shows the twelve cent stamp 
(Scott 147) on First Day Cover from Ottawa, 
Ontario. Figure (4) shows the twenty cent 
stamp, (Scott 148) on a Legault First Day Cover 
from Ottawa, Ontario. 

cachets 

While no special cachets appear to have 
been made for the Historical Issue, George 
Eppstadt used his Canadian Confederation 
Commemorative Issue cachet to produce 
cacheted covers for this issue. Figure (5) shows 
an Eppstadt First Day Cover with all three 

stamps affixed, cancelled at Maxville, Ontario, 
the home town of Mr. Eppstadt. As previously 
discussed in the article on the Confederation 
Commemorative Issue [3), the George Eppstadt 
cachet is one of the two first commercially 
produced cachets for Canadian First Day 
Covers. 

The Eppstadt cachet consists of a border 
with green maple leaves in a blue background 
separated by a red, white and blue flag-like 
design. In the upper left is a shield design 
depicting portions of the coats of arms of sev
eral provinces of Canada in green, blue, gold, 

Figure 5. George Eppstadt Cacheted First Day Cover with the full Historical Issue Set. This is 
the only Cachet used for this Issue. 
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Figure 6. Very Rare Combination First Day Cover For The Historical Issue (Scott 146) and the 
Canadian Confederation Issue (Scott 141) With A George Eppstadt Cachet. This is the only 

Combination First Day Cover known to the authors. · 

red and black colours with a gold and red crown 
surmounting the shield. Below the shield in a 
box is the dark blue printing 1887-1927/Cana
da's Jubilee/of Confederation. The covers are 
generally found with a printed address to Mr. 
George Eppstadt, Maxville, Ontario. Canada. 

No other cachets, either made for or utilized 
for the Historical Issue of Canada are known to 
the authors. 

First Dey 
Combination Covers For the Historical Issue 
(Scott 146-148) And the Confederation Issue 

(Scott 141-145 &E-3) of Canada 

Although both the Historical Issue and the 
Confederation Issue both were issued on the 
same day, June 29. 1927, First Day Covers 
with combinations of the stamps of both issues 
are extremely scarce, and in fact, do not appear 
to have been made. The only such combination 
Rrst Day Cover, known to the authors, is shown 
in Fig. (6). It is a George Eppstadt cacheted 
First Day Cover with the once cent value of the 
Confederation Issue (Scott 141) and the five 
cent value of the Historical Issue (Scott 146). 
The reason for the scarcity of such combination 
covers is unknown to the authors. h is hoped 
that the readers will be able to shed more light 
on this shuation, both by identifying additional 
combination covers and by supplying information 
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on why more of these covers were not made. tt 
Is possible that some official refused to allow 
such combination covers to be made, but this is 
just conjecture at this point In time. 
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THE POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF CANADA 
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP 

The Postal H istory Society of Canada publishes an award-winning quarterly 
journal, sponsors seminars on Canadian postal history, and awards prizes for 
the best postal history exhibit at philatelic shows across Canada. 

The 200-page special CAPEX '87 Fifteenth Anniversary issue of the Journal 
is still available at $15.00Cdn, postpaid anywhere in the world. 

For further information or a membership application form, please write to the 
Secretary: 

R.F. Narbonne 
216 Mailey Drive 

Carleton Place, Ontario 
Canada K7C 3X9 

IS THIS CANADA POSTS IDEA OF A SOCKED ON THE NOSE CANCEL? 
Enough is enough!!! I am fed up with gettlng 

mail from the Toronto area with the stamps so 
battered up that one has no choice but to dump 
the envelope in the nearest waste paper bas
ket. Writing about it accomplishes nothing so 
here Is an example of what more than a few 
collectors are complaining about. 

I hope that this will appear in the July-August 
issue of TOPICS so that when we are at the 
SNAPS Toronto Convention copies will be 
made available to those of Canada Post who 
may be participating. 

Canada Post puts out a seemingly endless 

flow of new Issues knowing that philatelists will 
purchase many thousands of dollars of these 
·and they wil.l never have to prc:>VIde the postal 
service which the stamps call for. There is such 
a thing as 'fair play and it would be much 
appreciated if Canada Post employees would 
stop destroying stamps which otherwise could 
find their way into the collections of those 
interested in Canadian stamps. 

We have read 'excuses', now let us have 
some ACTION PLEASE!! 

H.W. Lussey 
Atlantis, Florida 
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CANADIAN PARTIALLY FLOWN MAIL TO 
EMPIRE DESTINATIONS IN GREAT 

BRITAIN, ASIA, AND AFRICA 
1928-1931 
Walter Plomish 

PART ONE 

This article will explain airmail services that 
were available to Canadians to Great Britain 
and to the Empire destinations listed above. 
These services from Canada were airmail in 
North America only • surface to destination-or· 
airmail in North America, surface to Great 
Britain, and additional airmail service via 
Imperial Airways to Empire destinations Where 
air services were available. In a previous BNA 
TOPICS article (1992, Vol. 49, Nos. 2, 3) on 
Canadian partially flown mail to European 
destinations via Great Britain and Imperial 
Airways 1928 to 1931, I explained in detail how 
Canadians could utilize from Jan 1, 1928, the 
available U.S.A. airmail services from Canada 
by pre-affixing Canadian surface postage, and 
U.S. postage to prepay U.S. airmail charges on 
Canadian Mail sent via U.S: airmail services to 
U.P .U. destinations in Europe via Great Britain. 
I also explained how Canadian mail sent via 
U.S.A. airmail services could utilize Imperial 
Airways airmail services to European U.P.U, 
destinations via Great Britain by prepaying the 
U.P.U. surface charges from Canada, and 
Imperial Airways charges for air services from 
London to the Continent in Canadian postage. 
The U.S. air charges were pre-affixed In 
Canada in U.S. postage for transmission via 
airmail service in U.S.A. to the exchange office 
for steamship connections to Great Britain. 
These two options that were previously dealt 
with on airmail to European destinations via 
Great Britain were also of course available for 
airmail to Great Britain and to Empire 
destinations via Great Britain. I shall designate 
the option of sending Canadian mail via U.S.A. 
airmail service franked with both Canadian and 
U.S. postage as Option One. This article will 
explain the time period from Aug. 7, 1928, When 
Canadian and U.S. mixed franking were no 
longer required on letters mailed in Canada for 
airmail service via U.S. airmail services. From 
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this date on all U.S. airmail fees, surface fees, 
and airmail via Great Britain by Imperial Airways 
were payable if desired entirely by Canadian 
postage. This article will explain the two new 
options Canadians were afforded for airmail in 
North America only, surface to Great Britain 
and Empire destinations beyond, and airmail in 
North America, surface to Great Britain, and 
airmail via Great Britain by Imperial Airways to 
Empire destinations. These two new airmail 
services were first listed in the Mar. 1, 1930, 
weekly supplement of the Canadian Post Office 
Guide. I shall designate these new airmail 
services as Option Two and Option Three. 

Option Two: Airmail in North America only 
where available, then surface means via Great 
Bntain to Empire destination. The combination 
airmail and surface charges was listed at 7e 
1st. oz, and 12e ea. additional oz. 

Option Three: Airmail in N. America only 
where available, surface means to Great 
Britain, airmail from Great Britain by Imperial 
Airways to destination. This charge was for all 
air mail services enroute and In country of 
destination. A rather long list of individual 
airmail rates, some per ~ oz. some per oz. 
were listed to Empire destinations via Great 
Britain. These options two and three rates 
stayed in effect until Feb. 2nd, 1931 , when a 
uniform set of airmail rates were listed for the 
entire world divided Into four groups of 
countries. 

Option Two Covers 

Figure One. Posted at Victoria B.C. on Oct. 
23, 1929to Surrey, England, it Is correctly rated 
at 7e for a 1st oz. letter. The cover, however, 
predates the Mar. 1, 30, weekly supplement of 
the Can. P.O. Guide which first lists this 7e per 
1st oz. airmail rate. The cover is actually rated 
as follows: Five cents 1st oz. airmail in N. 
America wher.e available. and the 2e per oz .. 
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Figure One · Option Two 

Empire rate, separately paid. With the issue of 
Canada's 1st airmail stamp on Sept. 21 , 1928, 
Canadians soon became aware they could 
send a letter separately paid for air and surface 
charges as above. The Mar. t , 1930, listing 
only made this practice official, by making a 7e 
1st. oz. and 12e ea. add. oz. all inclusive rate. 
This second part of the Mar. 1, t930, listing .• ~ ...... : . 

' : . 
' . ... ... · . . .... "·. 

't"\'~T I. ~f\ 
:: ::::'.::.:- : 

also made the practice of figuring out and 
adding the Imperial Airways additional charges 
for airmail service beyond Great Britain to 
Empire destinations redundant. By listing all 
inclusive surface and airmail rates this greatly 
simplified for the public sending airmail letters. 
This cover is the earliest air mail letter I have 
seen which predates the Mar. 1, 1930 weekly 

Figure Two - Option Two 
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supplement listing. There are no backstamps 
on the cover, but it was surely flown via U.S. air 
services from Seattle to N. Y<>rX in time for 
steamship connections to Great Britain. The two 
purple strikes of the transverse bars applied on 
the front of the letter tell us that airmail service 
ended at N. York. 

Rgure Two. Posted at Edmonton, Alberta 
on Sept. 1, 1930, to London England. a 2nd oz. 
airmail letter correctly paid at the unusual rate 

' ·. 

of 19e Canadian. A strip of three of Canada C1 
airmails in combination with a 4¢ Scroll Issue 
make up a very attractive combination. 

Rgure Three. Posted and registered at 
Vancouver, B.C. on Nov. 26, 1930 to London, 
t;ngland, a Seattle, Wash. Nov. 27, 1930, and 
a New York N.Y. Registry cancel dated Dec. 1, 
30, show the cover was flown via U.S. airmail 
services. This greatly accelerated West Coast 
Canadian mall to East Coast steamship 

Figure Four - Option Three 
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AFTER I DAY& RETURN TO 

s.A.M.I.-10.000-11·7..211 

M.r• G.W.Geikie, . 

~laeksmith Reaa, 

Xuohing, 

Sarawak, 

Borne .. 

Figure Five - Option Three 

connections to Great Britain. A colourful seldom 
seen franking of the C 1 airmail and the twelve 
cent map stamp of the Confederation issue. 
The cover is correctly rated at 10¢ registration 
and 7¢ 1st. oz. for airmail service in N. America 
only, then surface means to destination. 

Option Three Covers 

Figure Four. Posted at Calgary, Alberta, on 
Aug. 11, 1930 to Johannesburg South Africa, 
the cover is correctly rated at 15¢ per oz. At this 
time Imperial Airways services extended only as 
far as Alexandra, Egypt. The remaining route 
was dispatched by surface means. The two 
transverse bars struck in purple ink on the 
airmail stamp signify end of airmail service and 
continuation by surface means to final 
destination. 

Figure Five. Posted at Toronto. Ontario, on 
Sept. 11, 1930, to Kuching, Sarawak, Borneo. 
This is a most exotic destination for a Canadian 
airmail cover in this time period. The closest 
Empire destination listed in the Mar. 1, 1930, 
listing was Straits Settlements. There is a 
Singapore, 1030 AM, 11 Oct., 1930, transit 
strike on the cover's rear. The listed all-inclusive 
surface and airmail where available rate, was 
15¢ per ~ oz. to Straits Settlements. At this 
time Imperial Airways did not have airmail 
services as far as Singapore. This letter was 
flown as far as India, then continued by surface 
means. This Is a very interesting cover for 

several reasons. At first glance it is an ordinary 
short paid airmail cover to an exotic destination, 
but it is much more, as an examination of 
Canadian P.O. regulations for airmail will 
reveal. The cover is a styled envelope signifying 
airmail service is desired, and is franked with a 
Can. C 1 airmail stamp, ample proof that airmail 
service was desired. There is no endorsement 
on the letter asking for partial airmail service, so 
the post office exchange for British and Foreign 
airmail should have taxed the cover and sent it 
by all airmail services available. A Can. P .0. 
circular explaining air mail regulations dated 
1929 and sent to postmasters in Canada reads 
in part Mail Matter which is marked by the 
sender for transmission by air which, although 
unpaid or insufficiently prepaid, is actually 
transmissible over any part of, or all of its route 
to destination by air mail services in Canada, 
U.S.A., or other countries. Insufficiently prepaid 
airmail is to be taxed according to the service 
given. Example: If there is an air mail service in 
operation on any part of the route by which the 
article can be forwarded by air to destination, it 
should be taxed double the deficiency 
calculated on the airmail rate of postage, but if 
there is no available air mail service on any part 
of the route to be covered, the article should be 
taxed double the deficiency based on the 
ordinary surface of postage, full value to be 
allowed for the airmail stamp if any. In this case 
the additional airmail service beyond Great 
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Britain was available and the letter was not 
endorsed By Air in N. America Only. The letter 
should have been flown beyond England and 
should have been taxed according to the ten 
cent Canadian deficiency. At double defidency 
of ten cents this equals twenty cents Can. due 
or 1 00 centimes. Two transverse bars should 
have been applied on the cover front to signify 
end of airmail service as the cover was not 
flown beyond England. I am sure of this 
because of the Sept. 11 , 1930 to Oct. 11, 1930 
transit time to Singapore. The 20 centime tax 
marking applied at the exchange office is 
calculated on the absent 2e per oz. empire 
surface rate to Borneo. Charged double 
deficiency on 2¢ this equals 4e due or 20 
centimes. This letter should have been taxed for 

option three services, but was forwarded and 
taxed only for option two services. 

The regulations for shortpaid airmail were 
formulated at the U.P.U. Conferences and were 
agreed upon by all member countries. All 
shortpaid charges at exchange offices were to 
be converted into centimes. 

Canada first attended the U .P. U. Convention 
concerning international airmail at the Hague in 
1927. Canada also attended the conferences at 
London, in 1929 and in Cairo, Egypt, In 1934. 

The new uniform airmail rates which came 
Into effect on Feb. 2, 1931, brought to an end a 
most interesting era of Canadian airmail postal 
history, and ended the usage of option two, and 
option three airmail choices from Canada. 

£ Schiff Auctions 
Buyers, Auctioneers & Appraisers of U.S. & lllJI 

Worldwide Stamps & Postal History Qualified 
AuctionMr 

We invite you to oonsign individual stamps, postal history and oollections for 
public auction or private treaty sale. Our "Especially for Specialists"® auc
tions are designed with you in mind, whether you're a buyer or seller of U.S. 
or Worldwide stamps. We also purchase outright, but .Gontact us before 
sending any stamps. Be sure to include your address and phone number. 

Ridgefield Park NJ 07660 USA 
Telephone 201-641-5566 

Fax 201-641-5705 
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Robert A. Lee Philatelist 
Ltd. 

presents 

CANADA and B.N.A. AUCTIONS 

OUR AUCTIONS REGULARLY CONTAIN 
SOME 2000 LOTS 

INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: 

ADMIRAL ISSUE 
ADVERTISING CO\I£RS 
AlMWl & FUGHT CO\I£RS 
AIAMAil STAY'S 
AUIEATA POSTAL HISTORY 
IIOOKLETS & IIOOKLET PAHES 
BRITISH COI..UMBIA POSTAL HISTORY 
CENTENNIAl C1117)1SSUE 
CINOEREI.lA MA TEAIAL 
OEAO LETTER OFFICE 
DISASTER COVERS 
OUPl£X ~TIOHS 
EDWARD 'VII ISSUE 
EXH181TION & FAIR COVERS 
FAHeY. NUMERAL & SPECIALTY CANCEllATIONS 
1859 FIRST CENTS ISSUE 
FIRST DAY COVERS 
flAG CAHCEUATIOHS 
FOREIGN COVERS 
fOAGERIES 
INTERHA TIONA&. MACHINE CANCEUA liONS 
JUIIILEE ISSUE 
LARGE QUEEN ISSUE 
LEGISLATIVE MNU<IHGS 
LITERATURE 
MANITOCIA POSTAL HISTORY 
MAP (181111 ISSUE 
MAPLE LEAF ISSUE 
MiliTARY POSTA&. HISTORY 
MOON. MOTO & POCON CANCEUATIOHS 
NASC0PtE POSTA&. HISTORY 
NEW 8RUHSWICI< POSTAL HISTORY 
NEW BRUNSWICK STAMPS 
NEWfOUNOLANO POSTAL HISTORY 
NEWFOUND~ STAMPS 
N.W.T . POSTAL HISTORY 
NOVA SCOTIA POSTAL HISTORY 

NUMERAL ISSUE 
OFFICIAL STAY'S 
OFFICIALlY SEAlED STAY'S 
O .H M S. fi£ARNS 
ONTARIO POSTAL HISTORY 
PATNOTIC COYERS & POSTCAAOS 
PENCE ISSUES 
PERFIHS (t'AIYATEI 
PlATE kOCI<S 
POSTAGE DUE ISSUES 
POSTAL HISTORY OOUECTIONS & LARGE LOTS 
POSTAL STATIONEfn' 
PAECAHCa..S 
P.E.I. POSTAL HISTORY 
PROOFS 
OUEIIEC POSTAL HISTORY 
OUEIIEC TEACEHTENAAY 
AAil.AOAO POST OFFICES 
RATE COVERS 
REGISTERED CO\I£RS 
AEOISTAA'iloN STAWS 
REVENUES 
ROYAL TRAINS COVERS 
SASI<ATCHEWAH POSTAL HISTORY 
SEMI.()ffiCIAL AIAMAilS 
SHIP CANCEllATIONS. MNU<INGS & VIEWCAADS 
SLOGAN CANCEllATIONS 
SMALL OUEEH ISSUE 
SPECIAL OEUVEAY STAMPS 
SPECIMEN~$ 
SOUAAED CIACl£5 
STAMP COt.LECTIOHS & LARGE LOTS 
STAMP\.ESS COVERS 
VARIETIES 
VIEWCAROS 
WAR TAX STAMPS 
YUKON POSTAL HISTORY 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR CATALOGUE 

PHILATELIST L Tl> 

--.sAP S . BNAPS . C SOA RP S C . PT S 

#203 - 1139 Sutherland Ave., Kelowna. B.C. V1Y 5Y2 Phone (604) 861 -1106 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

Robert Bayes, Box 34512 Pemberton Plaza P.O., North Vancouver, B.C., 
V6P 3N8, will pay $5.00 each for the following dates on Scott #106. Stamp 
must be sound and date legible. 

1912 
Jan 3 6 14 
Mar 16 

1914 
Apr 12 

1916 
May 21 
Aug 13 
Nov 26 

1917 
Jan 
Mar 
Jun 
Aug 
Oct 

14 
11 25 
10 17 24 
12 19 
7 

17 19 20 
9 

10 30 31 
14 
5 17 26 
4 6 9 23 

14 26 28 

.Feb 4 

.Apr 14 24 

.1915 

.Dec 5 

.Jul 9 

.Oct 1 22 

.Dec 17 

.Feb 11 25 

.May· 6 20 27 

.Jul 15 29 

.Sept16 23 30 

.Dec 30 

.. 

1918 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

11 12 18 21 22 23 24 25 

1919 

1 2 15 19 20 Z1 26 28 29 
2 9 10 11 20 27 

10 23 24 29 
18 26 

Jan 5 12 19 26 
Feb 16 
Mar 2 9 18 22 30 
Apr 6 22 27 
May 4 11 18 29 
Jun 4 8 15 18 19 22 28 29 
Jul 4 19 26 27 
Aug 4 14 17 22 25 
Sept 7 28 
Oct 5 6 12 19 
Nov 2 9 15 
Dec 25 
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1920 
Jan 11 24 25 
Feb 1 4 5 8 14 15 16 19 20 26 
Mar 7 14 21 26 
Apr 2 4 11 25 
May 8 9 12 15 23 
Jun 3 13 20 27 29 

. Jul 4 9 10 11 15 18 19 25 
Aug 1 8 15 16 17 18 22 
Sept 2 5 6 12 24 26 27 
Oct 3 5 13 21 28 29 31 
Nov 7 10 28 
Dec 5 7 12 19 23 25 26 · 

1921 
Jan 2 9 11 13 14 15 16 23 30 
Feb 3 6 9 11 12 13 18 20 22 23 

25 26 27 
Mar 3 7 10 13 19 20 21 25 26 27 

28 31 
Apr 1 2 3 4 10 17 18 24 26 
May 1 2 5 8 9 13 15 16 21 22 

28 29 31 
Jun 3 4 5 8 12 14 18 19 26 29 
Jul 10 11 24 25 29 31 
Aug 14 28 
Sept 2 4 11 14 18 22 24 25 
Oct 16 23 25 26 28 30 
Nov 9 23 25 26 27 
Dec 4 5 9 11 18 21 25 28 

1922 
Jan 1 5 12 14 17 28 29 30 
Feb 9 10 21 25 
Mar 2 5 8 12 14 17 18 19 26 
Apr 1 2 9 12 15 18 23 
May 5 7 14 19 21 22 24 26 27 

28 
Jun 2 11 15 17 18 23 25 27 

494 
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CIRCUrT: Elsie M. Drury, 127 Allenby Ave., Rexdale, ON MwV 1T1 . 
MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN: Paul Burega, 16 .6Jdgate Cr., Nepean, ON K2J 2G4 
ETHICS COMMITTEE: J. Don Wilson, 11 Elm Place, St. John's, NF A1 B 2S4 
HANDBOOK COMMITTEE: Chairman: Allan L Steinhart, 45 Dunfield Ave., Apt. 1910, 

Toronto, ON M4S 2H3 
HISTORIAN: Edward J. Whiting, 25 Kings Circle, Malvern, PA 19355 
INFORMATION OFFICER: Jeff Swltt, 4005 East Lancaster, Fort Worth, TX 76103 
JUDGING COORDINATOR: William Pawluk, P.O. Box 396, Station 'M' Calg81)', AL T2P 2J1 
LIBRARY: Clinton A Phillips, 1704 Glade St., College Station, TX 77840 
PUBLICfTY: Jeff Swltt, 4005 East Lancaster, Fort. Worth, TX 761 03 
EDrTORIAL COMMITTEE: Chairman: Earle Covert, P.O. Box 1070, Hay River, NWT XOE ORO 

MEMBERSHIP FEES 

Annual membership fees are $24CDN or $18US or £12 stirling. Membership applications 
submitted during the 2nd or 3rd quarter of the year should be accompanied by 75% or 50% 
respectively of the annual fee. Applications submitted during the 4th quarter of the year should 
be accompanied by 25% of the annual fee plus the full fee for the coming year. A onetime 
application fee of $3CDN Is payable regardless of the date of the application. Send application 
form and cheque or money order to the Secret81)', Jerome Jarnick, 108 Duncan Drive, Troy, Ml 
48098 
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From the Secre~ary 
JEROME C. JAANICK 

1 08 Duncan Drive 
- . ·Troy, Ml 48098 

USA 

Please note that the signature of bO,th a proposer and a seconder 
on an application for membership will hasten its approval 

REPORT DATE: 15 April1993 

APPLICATIONS fOR MEMBERSHIP 

Objections MUST be filed with the Secretary'IMMEDIATEL Y upon publication 

A5112 EICHELE, Manfred, Merkurstr. 44, CH-4123 Allschwll, Switzerland 
C Duplex and flag cancels 
Proposed by: W. Bradley, 3857 

A5113 PIEDA. Stan P., 38 A Station Road; ·Comer Brook, NF, Canada A2H 1A3 
C Canada and Provinces 
Proposed by: Secretary 

A5114 IOAMETTI, James, P.O.Box 30590, Brentwood Mall P.O., Burnaby, BC, Canada 
V5C6J5 
C Centennial deflnitives, Great Britain Machins 
Proposed by: Secretary 

A5115 GiLINSKY, T. George, P. 0. Box 18127, Washington, DC, USA 20036 
C Canadian Bar Precancels 
Proposed ~y: J. $witt, 2551 . 

A5116 SCHAFFER, Arnold M., 2541 Evergreen, Bartlesville, OK, USA 74006 
C Canada, Newfoundland, mint, used, coil strips used 
Proposed by: J. Switt, 2551 

A5117 BAABIEAE, Mario C., 519 Lenox Avenue, Westfield, NJ, USA 07090 
C/D BNA, map stamps 
Proposed by: A. Leith, 4492 

A5118 LONGLEY, William , 2785 Cathian Court, Mississauga, ON, Canada . 
C/D Sandwich postal history, postal history t? foreign 
Proposed by: A. Steinhart, 201 0; Seconded. by: J. Switt, 2511 

A5119. MOORE, John Gary, 114 Windsor Street, Thunder Bay, ON, Canada P7B 1T7 
C Canada, Provinces, postal history Northwest Ontario 
Proposed by: J. Switt, 2511 · · 

A5120 AUDYK. Thor V., 1.602 - 1~h Ave N.W., Calgary, AB, Canada T2M 1B1 
C/D Postal history, better cds cancels 
Proposed by: C. Firby, 2660;Seconded by: L. Penco, 5014 

A5121 GODFREY, Eldon C., 2 Varbow Place, N.W., Calgary, AB, Canada T3A OB6 
C/D 1896-1911, Admiral; George VI, Squared Circles, APO 
Proposed by: E. Harris, 729; Seconded _by: J. Bennlngen, 1881 

A5122 SCHMIT, David, 781 S. 180th Street, Dresset, WI, USA 54009 
C Modern Canada varieties, Provincial-Federal Ducks 
Proposed by: J. SWitt, 2551 

A5123 DOMBEA, Barry, 232 Chestnut Ridge Road, Bethel, CT, USA 06801 
C Canada, Provinces, postal history 
Proposed by: J. Switt, 2551 

A5124 HAVER, John A., 1 Alice Blvd, Cleveland, OH, USA 44138 
C Early Canada, booklets, souvenirs 
Proposed by: J. Am, 5124 
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R5125 GUYER, John 0., 13728·12th Ave S.W. #57, Seattle, WA, USA 98166·1145 
C Us(ld Canada and Newfoundland, North of 60 Post Offices 
Proposed by: Secretary 

R5126 SPAULDING, Michael G., P. 0. Box 895, Auburn, ME, USA 04212.0895 
C Canada and Newfoundland 
Proposed by: J. Switt, 2551 

R5127 JOHNSON, Kenneth N., 2309 Lakeshore Drive, Riveria Beach, FL, USA 33404 
C Canada MNH 
Proposed by: J. Switt, 2551 

R5128 WHITELEY, David H., 1103 • 90.Garry Street, Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3C 4J4 
C Trans-atlantic mall, trans-pacific mail 

R5091 
R5098 
R5100 
R5101 
R5102 
R5103 
R5104 

Proposed by: D. Fraser, 2145 

FRASER, Robert A. 
HARTIG, Klaus K 
LYON, Hugh K 
THOMPSON, Robert E. 
TEYSSIER, Gregoire . 
ARMSTRONG, John E. 
BEAMAN, John B. 

NEW MEMBERS 

R5105 
R5106 
R5107 . 
R5108 
R5109 
R5110 
R5111 

GILBERT, Patrick W. 
ANDERSON, Robert G. 
BLACK. Charles E. 
NICOL, James W. 
CARRIER, Chartes D. 
GILMARTIN, Leo J. 
SAINT -CYR, Luc 

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP PENDING 

Applications previously published and awaiting the concurrence of the 
Admissions CommlttH 

R5099 CHATFIELD, Richard J. 

REINSTATED 

R2446 GILL, Laurence, 237 S. Russell St., Samia, ON, Canada N7T 3L7 
R2524 TOWNSEND, L. J. Len, 738 Canyon Crescent, Qualicum Beach, BC, Canada 

V9K 1L2 . . 
R3224 MENZEL, Mary Jane, 719 Sleepyvale, Houston, TX. USA 77018 
R3624 BOWEN, Donald, Box 1737, Station M, Calgary, AB, Canada T2P 2L7 
R3928 GLADWIN, Michael A., 40 Elmwood Ave., Willowdale, ON, Canada M2N 3L7 
R4045 STEINBOCK. Hans, c/o Calgary's Stamp Shop, 613 Centre St. S., Calgary, AB, 

Canada T2G 2C6 
R4107 GIFFEN, Bentley B., 16256 Laguna Street, VIctorville, CA. USA 92392 
R4386 MAJORS, Ronald E., 1231 Whitewood Way, West Chester, PA. USA 19382 
R4409 GRIFFIS, Gary, P. 0 . Box 603, Beaconsfield, PQ, Canada H9W 5V2 
R4423 GAIN, Peter Barnes, P. 0. Box 5307, Johannesburg, , South Africa 2000 
R4633 SAINTONGE, Ray M., 5551 Steveston Highway, Richmond, BC, Canada V7E 2K7 
R4637 ROBINSON, David G., 3 Tumberry Avenue, Toronto, ON, Canada M6N 1P6 
R4733 GIGNAC, Claude, C. P. 41007, Levis, PQ, Canada G6W 7N1 
R4781 NEGUS, D. V., 944 Cliff Avenue, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5A 2J5 

CHANGES/CORRECTIONS 

Notice of change MUST BE SENT TO THE SECRETARY· Any other office 
causes delay 

E0249 ROCKETT, Wilmer C., 540 Overlook Ave., Willow Grove, PA, USA 19090 
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R2175 PAYNE, John, #19- 2030 Robb Ave, Comox, BC, Canada V9N 4S6 
R2231 JOHNSTONE, Ralph, 3240 - 38 Ave, Edmonton, AB, Canada T6T 1J3 
R2758 MANSON, W.L., P.O.Box 23518, Dexter P.O., Willowdale, ON, Canada M2H 3R9 
R2975 LEMIRE, Robert James, P. 0 . Box 2124, Deep River, ON, Canada KOJ 1PO 
L3053 GRAPER, John C., 2624 Grendon Dr, Heritage Park, Wilmington, DE, USA 

19808-3831 
R3163 MIDDLETON, Erick, 2910 Winchester Drive, Round Rock, TX, USA 78664 
R3687 HILLMER, John M., 135 Antibes Drive, Apt 1401, Willowdale, ON, Canada M2R 2Z1 
R3971 BRUDER, Eugene M., 650 Rio Lindo Ave #11 , Chico, CA, USA 95926-1808 
R4167 PAINTER, Michael, 1692 - 133 A Street, South Surrey, BC, Canada V4A 6H5 
R4224 STEELE, Gary W., 51 Sidhu Drive, Beaverbank, NS, Canada B4G 1 B8 
R4512 GARTLAND, Trevor E., SNCO Mess, RAFO Masirah, P.O.Box 731, Muscat Sultanate 

OfOman 111 
R4646 MACQUARRIE, Doug M., 1322 Una Way, Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada V3C 2V2 
R4705 HADDEN, J. Alex, 303- 8391 Bennett Rd., Richmond, BC, Canada V6Y 1 N4 
R4747 PLANTE, Jacques, 950 Therese Casgraln #141, Chicoutimi, PQ, Canada G7H 6K8 
R4831 DUNN, Dennis H., 7573 Whitespray Drive, Vancouver, BC, Canada V5X 4T3 
R4834 STEAD, Richard B., P.O. Box 21105, St. John's, NF, Canada A1A 5B2 
A4963 VARTY, Paul R., 292 Broadway Ave .. Toronto, ON, Canada M4P 1W3 
R4972 GERLACH, William H.C., P. 0 . Box 580, Westerville, OH, USA 43081-Q580 
R4973 LOWELL, Mark L., %Mrs.F.Mewhlnney, R.R.#4 Box 46, Havelock, ON, Canada KOL 

1ZO 
R4986 WHYTE, Ronald S., #406-7500 Granville Ave, Richmond, BC, Canada V7E 5J2 

MAIL RETURNED- UNDELIVERABLE 

Last given address shown - please notify Secretary of any changes known 

R4742 ARNOLD, Charles P., 249 West 15th Street, North Vancouver, BC, Canada V7M 1S3 
R4771 LEE, Allen T., P.O. Box 10921,c/o Australian High Comm, Kuala Lumpur,Malaysla 
R5064 HEWITT, Maurice C., 4 Anglesey Boulevard - Apt 205, Islington, ON, Canada 

M9A383 

MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY 

Totaltnembership as of last report 
New members added In this report 
Reinstated 
Total membership as ofthis report 
Previous appllcation(s) pending 
New application(s) 
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1185 
14 
14 

1213 
1 

17 



Study Group Centerline 
Peter McCarthy 

VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDY GROUPS: Jon C. Johnson, 717 251h Ave. NW, Calgaly, AB T2M 284 
STUDY GROUP REPORTER: PeterMcCarthy,182 Cleevemont, Box688, Rictlmond, Quebec JOB 2HO 

AIR MAIL: BesiEUrel, 911 Hud<lebeny L.me, GlerM6w, IL 60025 
B.C. POSTAL HSTORY: 81 TOJl*"g. 7430 Prg.Js Oive, VetrnN«, E£ WB 5K2 
BLACKOUT CANCELS: Fbl Lelh. Box 1f:JJ7, &mas, WA98295-1f:JJ7,aBox4:J>, ~ E£ V2S5Z5 
BNA PERFINS: Michael Oid<elts, 61 Alwington Ave., Kingston, ON K7L 4A4 
CENTENNAL DERNmYES: Leonad Kruczynsl<i, 19 P8181'Sfie1d Place, 'Mnnipeg, MB R3T 3V5 
DUPLEXCANCELLA110NSOFBNA:ROOertA. L.ee,12m-1139&Jhrta1dAve.Kelowna,BCV1Y5Y2 
FANCY CANCELS: Dave Lacelle, 369 Fullerton Ave., Ottawa, ON K1 K 1 K1 
FlAG CANCELS: John G. Robertson, 10 Pergola Rd., Rexdale, ON M9W 5K5 
CANADIAN KLUSSENDORF STUDY GROUP: Allan Steinhart, 35 Ctudl St. Suite 305, Toronto, 

ON Calada M5E 1T3 
MIUTARYMAIL: Ken Blison, R.R l't,Oyama. BC VOH 1WO 
NEWFOUNDLAND: CA Slllions, 2010-48tl St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007-1552. 
PHLATEUC UTERATURE: PaA 9.xega. Box 15765 Merivale ~ Nepean, ON K2C 357 
POSTAL STAT10NERY: Robert Lemire, P.O. Box 549, Pmwa, MB ROE 1LO 
RE-ENTRIES: Ralph E. Trmble, P.O. Box 26556, MariMie P.O., Mal1<ham, ON LJR OM4 
REVENUES: Wilmer C. Rockett, 2030 Over1ook Ave., Wilowgrove, PA 19090 
R.P.O.'a: W.G. Robinson, 5830 Cartier St., Vanoouver, BC V6M 3A7 
SEMI..OfACIAL AIRMAILS: Bob Macello, P.O. Box 961, Bosm, MA 02103 
SLOGAN CANCELS: Jeff SWitt, 3962 Belford, Fort Worth, TX 761 03 
SMALL QUEENS: Billfbden, P.O. Box 152, Tn.ro, NS B2N 5C1 
SQUARED CIRCLES: Gary D. Arnold, 10533 C<ultryside Dr., Grand Ledge, Ml 48837 
lRANSATt.ANTIC MAIL: Dr. J . Arnell, Box HM 1263, Harnltln, Benruda 

NEW GROUPS FOAMING 

DEAD LETTER POSTMARKS: Gary Steele, Comp 5 Golden Birches, RR #1 Lower Sackville, NS 
Canada B4C 296 

EUZABETHAN: John D. Am, N. 1n00 Saddle Hill Ad., Colbert, WA U.S.A. 99005 

ON THE FRINGES 

It tumed from winter to summer in one week 
in this area. Good weather tends to make one 
forget all about winter very quickly. The ROYAL 
was a reasonably good show. It was nice to run 
across so many SNAPS members and congrat
ulations are In order to all those who exhibited, 
especially Jack Amell for having been awarded 
the Grand Prize for his showing of From 5al to 
St981T1 on the North Atlantic. The exhibit was 
also awarded Best Postal HistoryO.P .S. Plaque 
and of course a Gold medal. 

After an absence of a year the Newfie 
Newsletter showed up recently under the 
directorship of three interim people. Work 
commitments have forced C.A. StiUions to step 
down, with his place being taken by Acting 
Chairman J. Don Wilson, Acting Editor John 
Butt and Acting Treasurer Martin Goebel. Don 
Wilson reproduced a letter of appreciation to 

C.A. for his dedication over the past eight years 
and he was given a print of the M.V. Trepassey 
which is also reproduced in the newsletter. 
Permanent officers will be elected at BNAPEX 
this September. Don is trying to get some 
information on the five cent Caribou Reverue to 
give out to collectors coming to St. John in 
1997. A reproduction of correspondence with 
officialdom is enclosed. John McCrea sends in 
three copies of Scott 1154, the Twelve Cent 
Publicity Issue-Double Print, One Albino, One 
Colour. Convnents should be sent directly to 
Dr. McCrea. Brian Nobel is trying to identify a 
cancellation and asks for assistance from the 
membership. The editor chipped in with one 
suggestion. David Piercey is also looking for 
some help in identifying a cancellation on a 
Scott #48. From Dean Mario a photocopy of a 
PAID ALL cover first ever recorded used to the 
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U.S.A. via the circular rate. Another photocopy 
is similar to the Smith & Forbes card from the 
Ford Employees Stamp Club. John Butt writes 
on new finds in Newfoundland Perfins and 
would like some input from the membership. 
Maybe someone from Perforator can help out. 
Everyone knows of the famous Newfie dealer, 
Rev. Butler. Now Robert Soper asks was there 
a Pre-Rev. Butler Dealer? Robert has illustrated 
in the newsletter six covers addressed to Mr. 
Nils Ohman between the years 1890 to 1.897. 
Robert would like to hear from anyone having 
further information on Mr. Ohman. The last 
page of the newsletter outlines the two principal 
people of this study group you will be dealing 
with for the time being. It's nice to see that three 
people have stepped in to do what was being 
done by one. It's nice to see the Newfie back 
again. 

Henk Burgers of the Canadian Military Mail 
study group makes sure you read the whole 
newsletter in order to find out about the cover 
cover. Colin Campbell sent in a story with a 
nice cover about The Canadian Reserv.e Cyclist 
Company. From the Letter Box comes a re-. 
quest from Michael Rixon for information about 
the Canadian Vov.ageur Contingent sent to 
Egypt as part of the Khartoum Relief Ex
pedition. Airmail Covers from World War II -by 
Walter Plomish in this newsletter refers to the 
Commonweal~h Air Training Plan. The il
lustrated rover is from an Australian participant 
to his relatives back home. 

Ken Ellison sent in a nice cover illustrating 
his story, The USA-Canad~ First Special Ser. 
vice Force. The history of the force is listed and 
Ken is looking for photocopies of the covers to 
help in the postal history of the force. Another 
issue of The Observer from the Australian 
Forces Mail Research Group was received with 
an article on mail to internees in Canada during 
WW II. Finally we come to Hank Narbonne's A 
Fenian Raid Story with a Fenian Raid Cover 
from Dunnville to Oakville. It is certainly interes
ting reading. Henk loves to research these 
things. A picture shows the last two surviving 
members of the Canadian Corps of Cyclists, 
Billy Richardson and Dick Ellis, ninety·eight and 
ninety-six years of age respectively. They are 
sharing a glass of vintage champagne. On the 
last page we see the reverse of the cover 
cover. Small ads finish the newsletter. Well put 
together Henk. 

The newsletter from the Alrl Mail study 
group is disturbing. The status of the group is 
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still up in the air as Bill Topping puts it. He and 
Mike Painter agreed to put out three editions 
only with the last to appear just before 
BNAPEX. There is conflict with the Semi-Of· 
ficial Air Mail Group who are. still in existence 
by the way, d!lspite the confusion of the past 
year. I do hope for the benefit of philately that 
the existing situation will be resolved at the end 
of the convention in Toronto so there will be an 
amiable existence or co·existence of members 
of one or two groups. There is room for both 
gentlemen. John Wheeler sent in a copy of a 
letter from Western Canada Airways Limited 
over the signature of the famous pioneer pilot 
Doc Oaks. The story is called a Brush With 
Roessler. Murray Heifetz responded to the item 
on guidelines on Canadian Airways panes. 
Trelle Morrow reviews a book entitled Spirit of 
The Yukon by June Cruickshank Lunny. A fine 
edition to a Collector's library says Morrow. 
Basil Burrell sent in what he believes is a meth· 
od of identifying the stamp in possession of the 
Elliot Fairchild Transport stamps. Basil would 
like to hear from anyone with a comment. Bill 
Topping includes the February 1939 supple· 
ment to the Canada Official . Postal Guide. You 
can have all thirteen pages for one dollar plus 
postage. This rounds out this addition of the 
newsletter. · · 
' The March Newsletter of the Canadian 
Revenue Study Group illustrates two new 
findings. The first is sent in by John Gaudio and 
is an imperf between on the 29ct Third Bill 
Issue. The second is also submitted by John 
Gaudio and is theSE 8 one dollar value without 
the P.S. perfin cancel. There is the adlet section 
and two pages of illustrated Bell Telephone 
Issue submitted by Ed Zaluski. These are from 
his revenue reference manual. Zaluski's sev
enth and last volume of the series, Revenue 
Stamp Manuals will be published in 1994. 

From Wilmer Rocket of the Canadian Rev
enue Study Group comes the itinery planned 
for the Willow Grove Revenue Group Mini
Convention. Gus Quattrocchi has some Custom 
Stamps to share for a small fee. Some revenue 
publications were generously donated to the 
group for resale. The article in the March-April 
TOPICS by Harry Lussey is brought to your 
attention. Congratulations to Harry for his ver
meil award at the ROYAL in Ottawa. Wilmer 
thinks the exhibit merited a gold. Sorry I didn't 
meet you there Wilmer. Winnipeg Game and 
Fish Association Wildlife Conservation stamps 
are illustrated with major and minor perf. vari· 



eties. The balance of the newsletter is taken up 
with adlets. 

From the Aagpole, newsletter of the Rag 
Cancel Study Group, Chairman John Robert
son in his message thinks that new material is 
petering out and suggest that some day an 
amalgamation with the slogan cancel group 
may be in order. Letters to the editor, Bob 
Thorne are solicited on this controversial mat
ter. Boy you talk about passi~g the buck. What 
say you to that Bob? John does suggest that 
you keep material coming, especially updates 
on articles so that the book may come out 
correct. An unusual card has been reported that 
may unravel one of the mysteries regarding the 
Royal Train Cancellation between Vancouver 
and Quebec. Members are requested to go 
through their stock looking for dated material 
May 29th from Quebec City. Non members 
should do the 5ame and send results to Bob 
Thorne. From Colin Banfield comes a lovely 
c6ver front of flag type 4-1 July 12 is a new 
date and raises a few questions. Also illustrated 
is a type 7-1 from Hamilton with an early time 
mark and a type 8-4 from Montreal with a 19-0 
time ma-k that is earlier than previously report
ed. Both are from the Larry Paige collection. 
There's an update on the handbook and prais
es are in order for Doug Lingard who is doing a 
superb job. A new date to type 28-4 was lo
cated by John Robertson at an antique show 
while browsing through some postcards. Next 
comes . a four page listing of the World War II 
Enlist Now Flag Cancels. Doug Lingard has 
done an extensive article on the Perfect Can
celling Machine Flag Cancels. Doug also pro
vides some excellent illustrations. The newslet
ter finishes with the Flag Cancel Group mem
bership list as of January 31, 1993. Seven 
freebee newsletters are sent out. Hope the 
membership sends changes of addresses. 
Another good one Bob. 

We have a NEW yes New study group. It is 
the Dead Letter Office Study Group and their 
newsletter, edited by Gary W. Steele is called 
the Deadline. Gary comes up with a great 
recruitment idea. Present members make 
copies of your newsletter and distribute them 
around. The feature article deals with the collec
ting of material and organizing of same in order 
that a classification system will come about. 
Being a new group in a relatively new field 
means that a great deal of input will be required 
from the membership. Feedback is exactly what 
Gary is looking for. You joined this group so 

don't let him down. Gary has included some 
illustrations and ideas. What do you think? 
There is.to be a question period where mem
bers can send in high quality photocopies 
asking for assistance. In this issue Gary il
lustrates a card with a triangula- hand stamp 
that may be a DLO cancel. Can anyone shed 
light? The membership is already at ten. That 
means Gary should expect eight articles for the 
next newsletter, doesn't it? There is also a Buy
Trade-Sell corner. Being on the bottom rung of 
a new study group has to be exciting. You 
become a great part of its growth. Those inter
ested in postal history now have a great oppor
tunity in creating something new. It's a good 
first one Gary. 

John Aitkin of the Centennial Definitive• 
Study Group newsletter starts off by thanking 
David Platt for the invaluable job he has done in 
up-dating the index of the newsletter which is 
enclosed. He then thanks all those who have 
contributed in anyway towards this newsletter. 
Doug Irwin will chair the meeting in Toronto and 
you are reminded in ·bold print thal it's dues 
time again. The next item Is a fOllow up on 
previous issues beginning with the six cent 
novelty card. The six cents orange of this issue 
is a popular piece to study and Mike Painter 
tells of the doubling of the second A in Canada. 
Elmore Von Hagen continues with the explana
tion and theory of dots on the eight cents. This 
is a good little article and lends a little insight 
into the printing of the issue. Dave Smeltzer 
sent in a lovely photocopy of a CPO replace
ment cover. It bears the complete set of sheet 
stamps issued in 1967. Does anyone else have 
such items questions John. A lovely illustration 
of corner inscription remnants is shown along 
with a letter from Ray Metcalf on the subject. 
John reports and quotes Leopold Beaudet on 
misperf varieties on an eight cent block that is 

. also compared to the eight cent caricature that 
replaced it. An illustration of two varieties in one 
- misperf and preprinting crease - is shown as 
having been discovered by John Tucker. 
George Mayo and yours truly submitted ex
amples of booklet varieties. John Frith sent in a 
listing of U.S. A.P.O.'s in Canada during the 
Centennial period. Jack Myers tells us about 
Recovered Stolen Mail and the notations at
tached to such explaining delay in delivery. 
Both Jack and Andy Liptak send in examples of 
the strikes applied. Incredible Len Kruczynski 
continues his update with charts on paper 
fluorescence. Rounding out the newsletter is 
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David Platt's up-to-date index. This sure is an 
active group as one can see by the people who 
helped John to make this another very interes
ting newsletter. Also received is the joint auction 
put on by the Centennial and Elizabethan II 
groups. It's apparent by the asking and reserve 
prices that now is the time to get involved in this 
interesting facet of Canadian philately. There's 
a lot of good material out there at reasonable 
prices. 

Floyd McNey, the editor of the Perforator 
beat Marcus out for front page honours this 
time round. Maybe it's because of the dues 
reminder. Floyd reminds the membership that 
he needs filler material. Marcus Fennell in his 
chatter welcomes Steve Koning as the new 
treasurer and thanks Michael Dicketts for the 
fine interim job that he did. Conrad Tremblay 
finished the 1991 auction. Jon Johnson will 
chair the BNAPEX meeting at Toronto in Mark's 
absence. Can anyone help Mark In Identifying 
the two illustrations shown? More of the ABC 
survey is enclosed. The April issue of the Per
forator has Floyd once more reminding mem
bers of their dues. Two items in this Issue of 
importance. They are the continued ABC Sur
vey and Auction number 5. This is put together 
by Conrad Tremblay and is quite a large auc
tion. A solution to Bob Traquair's use of GTR 
perflns by the Stedman Brothers Is forthcoming. 
Lorne James thanks those .who have reported 
AB or C factors to date. Conrad sure went to a 
lot of trouble in putting auction five together. 
This belongs with the best of auction literature. 
Beautifully illustrated. _ 

Bill Topping Is the ec;litor of the British 
Columbia Postal History Reseerch Group 
newsletter. He opens with the history of the sub 
office Dominion Mills complete with a proof 
strike copy of the cancellation. A copy of the 
appointment of postmastership to Gutelius 
issued to Mr. William Crebbin is enclosed with 
the dates as postmaster of that location. Bob 
Lee is about to republish the Catalogue of 
Canadian Duplex Cancellations and Is looking 
for Input. The annual report is published and Bill · 
reports that the group is financially sound and 
therefore the dues will remain at five dollars. 
The latest in postam lingo is explained with 
various illustrations. GMO stands for G.ros 
Market Outlet. Dan Rosenblatt has submitted 
an interesting article on British Columbia Cen
tennial Slogan Use 1957-1958. The study of 
British Columbia cancellations is continued and 
Information is sought concerning the L YTTIN 
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cancellation. Three new ship markings are 
discovered and illustrated here. Bill would like to 
produce a list of Maple Leaf cancels used in 
B.C. Everyone can help by sending in their lists 
of holdings. Bill has Included a response form. 
Non members can also help in this one. B.C. 
postal history can be most interesting - espe
cially that of the gold rush days, a piece of 
history difficult for we easterners to absorb. You 
can get the feeling by belonging to this unique 
group though. 

Bill Robinson, editorofthe R.P.O. Newsletter 
prepared the March issue for distribution at the 
Spring meeting of the Padfic Northwest Region
al Group meeting hosted by Jack Wallace and 
his wife Beverly. Yours Truly .made front page 
with a postcard Illustration of the C.P.R. station, 
Sherbrooke, Quebec. Lew Ludlow has been 
battling health problems, the latest being pneu
monia following intestinal surgery. A get well 
card Isn't much but it can be a great booster. 
David Harding reports on his holdings of the 
Swift Current & Empress R.P.O. Dr. Alex 
Campbell will .apparently.acquire a dog as an 
anti burglar device. More later. Irvine Ros
borough sent in some interesting material on 
Armstrong Station, Ontario. Irvine passed away 

· February 15 of this year. Our sympathies are 
extended to his widow, Alice. Bill Includes a 
story of Railway Mall/Postal Transportation 
Service Computer Bulletin Board Established. 
This Is designed for postal historians interested 
in the research of mail transportation and distri
bution. Interested parties are to contact Frank 
Sheer. Also advertised here is a new book by 
Susan Mcleod O'Reilly entitled On Tracl<: The 
Railway Mail Service In Canada. The review is 
done by Frank Sheer. Sent in by Doug Hannan 
is a story entitled Railway Integral To Mail 
Service by Harold Langham. This is apparently 
taken from STAMPS •• Some good illustrations 
are Included. Rick Parama sent in extracts from 
a 1949 Distribution List for Alberta, N.W.T.? 
B.C. and Yukon Territories. h contains among 
other things the names of the Post 011ices, 
Postal Car Routes, Sections of same or distri· 
bution Offices. The same must exist for other 
provinces. Maybe somebody else can supply 
some information. Finally, ending this newslet
ter Is a hammer analysis of N-57 (N-63) two 
hammers. These were found in Lew's papers 
and not previously published. If the membership 
has more to add please contact Bill so that it 
may appear for the benefit of all. In the April 
newsletter Bill became rather steamed up about 



the recent Hennok sale. It any of the members 
were successful bidders in this sale, would you 
please let Bill know the results of unconfirmed 
items being searched for. At the same time all 
who have contributed in the minutest way are 
thanked for the advancement of this facet of the 
hobby. Annex X l is included with this newsletter 
and as you ca1 see there are a great many 
new reports. It all goes to show that although 
the R.P.O.s have not been in existence for 
twenty-two years, there is a lot of undiscovered 
material. Bill Topping sent in a photo of a pas
senger train at Princeton, B.C. The combination 
MaiVBaggage car is visible behind the locomo
tive. The C.P.R. station in Penticton will serve 
as a community center as a reproduced story 
by Louise Logie-Verkerk tells us. Several mem
bers have yet to pay their dues and will be 
dropped. All the best to Gene Frampton who 
suffered a stroke last December. Bill gives the 
members Insight as to what to expect in future 
issues. He is still looking for more articles 
however. He sure intends to see that I am kept 
busy. Very good Bill! 

As the Can•dl•n Re-Entry Study Group will 
attest, Ralph Trimble, their newsletter editor 
was busy with his camera once more bringing 
you invaluable material. He started out with two 
doubled ovals on the Newfoundland 7e Long 
Coronation. Then it was to a story; Re-Entry 
Terms - A Problem of Sematics: Patti/. It bears 
reading and digesting. Ralph then went and 
gave the members a nioe treat by supplying a 
Bibliography of Re-Entry Reference Uterature. 
Ralph shows Canadian Classics - The Major 
Re-Entry on the 3d 8 Pane with thanks to Hugh 
Laurence. I'm beginning to wonder if anyone Is 
looking forward to BNAPEX as much as Ralph 
is. Being a school principal doesn't allow him to 
•attend these gatherings as he would like. This 
one being In his back yard is an altogether 
different matter. TAKE NOTE: The re-entry 
group meeting has been set to take place on 
the Saturday from 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Don't miss 
it. You won't be forgiven. Did you notice that 
Ralph is like a little boy with a new toy? That's 
because he has a new toy. A new computer. Or 

at least a new MICROSOFT WORD 5.1 which 
is a word processing program. It sure makes 
the newsletter took great. Sorry Victor, you'll 
have to continue putting up with my old manual 
Remington. 

From our Grand Award winner Jack Arnell 
comes the newsletter of the Tr11nuU.ntic Mllil 
Study Group. Jack has thoughts of his own 
concerning the route of the illustrated letter in 
his title What Was The Route Of This Letter? 
Anyone else have a thought? Material is need
ed for the newsletter. There's nothing inter
esting for the future except for items from Mont
gomery and Steinhart. You may think you have 
nothing worthwhile to send in but it is surprising 
what can be discovered from those nothings. 
Jack has given the membership a most inter
esting bi-monthly newsletter for quite some 
time. How about a helping hand. It doesn't have 
to be exotic. Three illustrated covers form the 
basis for the next article entitled Different Rates 
of Exchange. The story, Two-Way Transatlantic 
Letter With Forwarding In Between tells the 
history of a letter being posted in London and 
addressed to Canada finally ending up in Soot
land. Allan Steinhart sent in a cover with en
closed letter of a Freight Money Cover - Chat
ham, L.C. The letter was written by James 
Evans in 1840 a Methodist Minister, teacher, 
missionary Hnguist and author. Another Stein
hart contribution shows the unusual use of the 
~Cy. handstamp, while Malcolm Montgomery 
provides a cover mailed from Eccles with a One 
Penny adhesive arriving finally in Toronto with 
a 1 Octs postage due applied. An ex~e of a 
Returned Letter in a wrapper from the Dead 
Letter Office, London is shown. Although it was 
an official post office letter it was rated at 1 s. 2d 
Stg. postage due on its arrival at Halifax. Finally 
we have another item from Malcolm Mont
gomery with the title Forwarding Charge. 

That's aD for this offeling. I expect to be in 
Toronto for BNAPEX in September. I'm looking 
forward to meeting many of the newsletter 
editors. Maybe Jon will arrange something just 
for us as is arranged for study groups. 
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·Dealer Doings/ Auction Action 

1994 SCOTT VOLUME 1 SHOWS VALUES 
FOR HINGED AND NEVER HINGED 

Volume 1 of the 1994 Scott Standard Post
age Stsmp Catalogue Includes values for both 
hinged and never-hinged stamps for United 
States, Great Britain, Canada, Cyprus, Gibral
tar, Ireland, Malta, Newfoundland and New 
Zealand. 

hJ U.S. postage, additional values for never
hinged stamps begin with Scott 331. Values 
have been .added to all but exceptionally rare 
stamps, and stamps to which a value for never 
hinged does not apply. Some minor varieties 
are also valued never hinged, as well. All other 
applicable sections In the United States, except 
for the Revenues, have had listings for never 
hinged added. In general, 19th-century con
tinues to be valued hinged only, and post-1935 
material is valued only for never hinged. 

In Canada, additional values for never 
hinged begin with 191 7 postage stamps and 
cover most stamps Individually. Back-of-the
book canada also stretches back to 1917 or 
even earlier. 

In Australia, most · postage Issues, starting 
with the first, a·re valued never hinged as sets or 
Individually. Where totals are for short sets, 
nev~r-hlnged set totals will be for the same 
range of n~mbers. 

Catalogue users will Immediately notice that 
the type style has chang eel. The new type is . 
sharper, crisper and much easier to read than 
the previous type used. Although the type 
appears larger, It actually takes up no more 
space than Its predecessor. 

Values for U.S. r,lneteenth century are 
bullish, "according to Stuart Morrissey, vice 
president and publisher. Twentieth century also 
has many pleasant upward t;wfngs. However, 
British i~ mixed. I attribute some sluggishness In 
British due to the unususl number of /srge 
cal/ectlons that have came on the market in the 
last eighteen months. It Is a temporary situation. 

Editorial improvements abound in the 1994 
edition ofthe Volume 1 Catalogue. The ongoing 
program of adding explanatory footnotes to help 
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Vic Willson 

clarify listings continues. For example, an 
extensive footnote now appears after the U.S. 
White Plains souvenir sheet, Scott 630 to help 
explain what exact condition the Scott. value 
represents. The value of any specific sheet has 
often been problematic as there are often 
perforation separations, different centering on 
stamps in the sheet and a variety of other 
condition factors. 

A topical cross reference of ships (water
craft) and butterfly stamps appears in Volume 
1. Compilations of stamps from the rest of the 
world for these topics will appear In later vol
umes. 

Both newer and older issues have been 
added to the Catalogue as part of the ongoing 
plan to list a!l stamps. The Antarctica Issues of 
New Zealand for King Edward VII Land and 
Victoria Land now join the New Zealand listings. 
For new stamps, hundreds of complicated 
Guyana overprints have been added. A com
plete renumbering of Guyana from Scott 230 
was necessitated by these additions. A large 
Scott number change table can be found In the 
~uyana listings. 

For collectors interested In further pursuing 
their collector specialties and meeting folks who 
share their interests, an extensive listing of 
philatelic soCieties now appears on the ack
nowledgement page. 

Volume 1 Includes United States, United 
Nations, Canada, Great Britain and British 
Commonwealth Issues. The cover price of the 
1994 Volume 1, and all subsequent 1994 
Volumes, is $32 each. 

Volume 2 (Countries of the World A-C) will 
be released in June, V.Giume 3 (Countries of the 
World 0-1) in July, Volume 4 (Countries of the 
World J-Q) in August, Volume 5 (Countries of 
the World R-Z) in September and the U.S. 
Specialized in November. 

For further information about the 1994 
Catalogue or other Scott products, contact your 
favourite stamp dealer or write Scott Publishing 
Co., Box 828, Sidney, OH 45365. 



IN MEMORIAM 

NORMAN BRASSLER 

GEORGE WEGG 

Canada, Newfoundland 

And Other B.N.A. 

Public Auctions 

Basutoland, Falkland Islands 
and other British Common
wealth. Mint, Used, On Cover, 
Single Rarities, Collections, Ac
cumulations Bought and Sold. 

JOHN H. TALMAN 

BOX 70, ADELAIDE STREET P.O. 

TORONTO, ONT M5C 2H8 

PHONE (416)863-1465 

Vlsh our store at 211 Vonge St 
(Upper Mezzanine) 
Downtown Toronto 

I · 

Compliments 
of 

(your name) 

Write advertising Manager: 

Bob Lee, #203-1139 Sutherland 
Ave .. Kelowna. B.C. V1 V 5V2 

Compliments 
of 

(your name) 

Write advertising Manager: 

Bob Lee, #203-1139 Sutherland 
Ave., Kelowna. B.C. V1V 5V2 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
RATES: 25 words for $3.00; 10 cents per extra word. Discount of 25% for 4 or more 

consecutive inserts of the same ad. Full payment must accompany ad copy. Copy 
and cheque or money order, payable to BNAPS, should be sent to the Advertising 
Manager: Robert A. Lee. #203-1139 Sutherland Ave .• Kelowna. B.C. V1Y 5Y2. 

Note: Receipt of advertising copy does not constitute acceptance. 

BNAPS LAPEL PINS 

SNAPS MEMBERSHIP LAPEL PINS are now 
avaiable. Make c:heq.Jes ($5.00US a $6.00-
CON) payable to SNAPS a-d mail to Mike 
Steet. 73 Hm:ln Drive, Ancaster, ON L9G 2H5 

FOR SALE 

"NEWFOUNDLAND" STAMPS, COVERS on 
approval, mint/used, 45 year accumulation 
Bill Taylor, 225 Jay St. Johnson City, NY 
13790 693 

CANADIAN STAMPS - Send for my list of 80 
very attractive items. Half are Admirals, rest 
predate Queen Elizabeth. All are among the 
more difficult items to find, including coil 
pairs, paste-up pairs, and booklet panes. 
Condition is excellent with most items NH. 
Jim Lueije, 16640 Killdeer Or., Rockville, MD 
20855. 693 

ONTARIO POSTAL HISTORY - All counties 
and districts. Other provinces FOC, FFC, 
cancels. fancies etc. Pqstal Stationery. Low 
prices. Also an active buyer. Polaris Stamps, 
Box 2063 Stn. 'A', Sudbury. Ontario Canada 
~A4~ 1~ 

LITERATURE 

OLD ISSUES OF TOPICS FOR SALE - Add 
valuable information to your library. Will do 
our best to fill want lists. If on hand, issues 
from #1 on are available on a first come. first 
served basis. Write to: Ray Simrak, BNAPS 
Circulation Manager, P.O. Box 56, Maid
stone, ON, Canada NOR 1 KO. 

WANTED -YOUR OLD UNUSED TOPICS. Will 
swap for other issues or try to find a buyer. 
Donations solicited and gratefully accepted 
(will pay postage. but write first) . Send list of 
available items to: Ray Simrak, SNAPS Cir
culation Manager, P.O. Box 56, Maidstone, 
ON, Canada NOR 1 KO. 
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EXCHANGE 

HAVE QUALITY ·Canadian and Newfoundland 
used C.O.S. stamps and Postal History in 
exchange for Newfoundland Postal History 
1865-1 ~9 or will purchase same. Brian 
Noble, 11 Trailsmoke Cres .• Etobicoke, Ont 
Canada M9C 1 L9. Phone: (416)621 -8798, 
Fax: (416)798-3162 1~ 

WANTED 

NFLD Sc. 160: commercial covers; surcharg.e 
setting proof sheet; forged surcharges. Sc. 
136 proofs, essays. Dann Mayo, Box 20837, 
Indianapolis, IN 462.20. Fax: 317 -255·5912 

1~ 

WAf'.ITEO TO BUY. Hotel Covers. 19th Century 
to modern. Single items or large lots. Jerome 
C. Jarnick, 108 Duncan Drive. Troy Ml 
48098-4613. 5~ 

NWT POCON's on cover, multiples or piece, 
especially parcel rates. CLEAR strikes and 
commercial mail please. David Piercey, 
2424-117 St., Edmonton, AB T6J 383 693 

NFLD corks and other fancies on #'s 24-86, and 
on same period covers or postal stationary. 
David Piercey, 2424-117 St., Edmonton, AB 
T6J 383 693 

CONSIGNORS I BIDDERS for the next joint 
Centennial Definitive -Elizabethan II BNAPS 
Study Group Mail Sale. Details from Scott 
Traquair, P.O. Box 52558. 1801 Lakeshore 
Rd. West, Mississauga, ON L5J 4S6. 693 

BUYING 100% Canadian Commemoratives 
recent 4 years on close paper, no damaged 
seconds. $12.00 Canadian pound. G.M. 
Saikaley, 1881 Main St., Lefaivre, Ontario, 
Canada KOB 1 JO 593 

WWII MJLrrARY MEDICAL COVERS. To or from 
Cdn. hospital, field ambulance, casualty dearing 
station, hygiene station, dental company. Inter
ested in any era Jon Johnson, 717 25th Ave. 
NW, Calgewy, AB T2M 284. 693 



OUR VENDORS SPEAK 
We sell the properties of 50 different owners in an 
average auction . All are pleased with what we do 
for them and some make the effort 
to write about it. 

We 
know that 
we can sell 
your stamps to 
your satisfaction. 
All you have to do is 

CAll US AT 416-363-7777 

May we 
hear&omyou 

when you are ready? 

r. rna reach & san a.ALBRBIN 
RARe8TAMPS 

330 BAY ST., STE.703 • TORONTO, CANACA MeH 288 o 14181 363·7777 atNC•
18114 



CLASSICS??? 

Every •o•th of the yearlll 

J.N. SISSONS INC. 
Toronto Eaton Centre, Galleria Offices 

1st Floor, Suite 119, Box 513, 
220 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario 

MSB 2H l (416) 595-9800 


